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Executive summary
This final report for Work Package 2 (Deliverable D4) implements the econometric
estimations concerning the relationship between the specifics of the innovation process and company productivity as outlined in the interim report (D3). This final report
consists of two main parts. In the first, we present the overall project work related to
the development of a multistage R&D-innovation-productivity (CDM) model inspired
by Crépon et al. (1998). We start with an updated review of the literature relating to
the secular stagnation hypothesis, that is, the claim that the depletion of technological opportunities has heralded a phase of low or no productivity growth. Where more
recent works have become available, this literature review has been updated. In order to align the literature review with the empirical evidence, we also focus more on
the role of digitalization, where web-scraping based data collection has provided very
useful indicators in the area of intangibles. Beyond digitalization trends, cooperation,
and open innovation, knowledge spillovers and servitization are increasingly important drivers of productivity. We then describe and implement the augmented
Crépon-Duguet-Mairesse (CDM)-type model, supplementing the original specification with the influence factors of digitalization, cooperation, spillovers, and servitization. The CDM model is further amended from the original outline in D3 in order to
achieve alignment with the existing data. This part also contains a description of the
processes underlying data generation and management, including a discussion of
data quality issues and missing data, and discusses the potential and limitations of
scraping data from company websites for empirical innovation economics. Concluding the first part of this report, we discuss the policy implications resulting from our
analysis. In the second part of this report, we present a more detailed analysis of the
role of AI use on productivity using a panel on Finnish firms for the period 2013–
2019. This exercise was not originally planned as part of the work package. However, the availability of a specialized data source enabling us to infer company use
of AI based on data on job offerings provided the opportunity for complementary
analysis. Because this data became available as panel data, it also allowed us to
control for a number of econometric issues that the web-scraped data from part 1
was unable to resolve.

PART 1 – The CDM model
Introduction
Most economists agree that productivity growth is the engine driving economic
growth and welfare increases. Especially during the economic crisis that has held
many European countries hostage for extended periods since 2008, and which
threatens to continue following the SARS-CoV-2 outbreak, economic recovery will
depend on productivity gains. However, the consensus that investments in R&D
would be a sufficient condition for achieving productivity growth (Pakes et al. 1984,
Bond et al. 2003, Hall et al. 2010) is increasingly being called into question (see also
Schubert and Neuhäusler 2018). In many countries, R&D spending has increased
(Ha and Howitt 2007) while productivity growth has actually come almost to a halt
(Eichengreen 2015). Syverson (2017), for example, shows that labour productivity
growth in the US was 1.3% p.a. for the period 2005 to 2015, having been more than
twice as high in the preceding decade from 1995 to 2004. Over the same period,
R&D expenditures as a share of GDP rose from 2.4% to about 2.7%.
A further issue is that productivity growth is even lower in the EU than in the US (see
Figure 1). With respect to the EU/US productivity gap, Castellani et al. (2019) and
Ortega-Argiles et al. (2015) suggest that on average EU firms are less able to transform R&D expenditures into productivity growth when compared with their US counterparts, even when controlling for various structural differences, for example in sectoral composition. That is, EU firms may have problems in effectively organizing R&D
processes and thus in learning from R&D. Hence instead of catching up, the EU is
increasingly falling behind. Macroeconomic time-series modelling supports this view:
the growth trend for real GDP has fallen in the US in the same period by 1 percentage
point to 2%, again largely attributable to a slowdown in productivity growth. Similar
arguments are made by Havik et al. (2014, see also Crafts 2015).
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Figure 1: Productivity development in the EU and the US (GDP per hour worked (USD,
2010 PPP) in the period 2001–2018. Source: OECD productivity database

A number of explanations have been put forward for the productivity slowdown, including issues with current monetary policies (Summers 2014, 2015, Krugman 2014,
Eggertsson et al. 2016) or changes in social welfare systems (Glaeser 2014). A more
technology-centred perspective has advanced the idea of so-called “secular stagnation” (Eichengreen 2015). Secular stagnation as a supply-side phenomenon builds
on the notion of growth accounting, which treats technological progress as the residual in growth that remains unexplained when physical factors such as labour and
capital are accounted for (compare for example Solow 1988, Mankiw et al. 1992,
Barro 1999). The change in the residual equated to technological change can be
understood as a measure of total factor productivity (Solow 1956). If, however, technological change is the ultimate driver of productivity growth, endogenous growth
theory (Romer 1990, Aghion and Howitt 1990) suggests that instead of generic macroeconomic forces such as government infrastructure investments or monetary policies, changes in how innovation processes unfold should take centre stage. To date,
there are only few studies examining the precise question of decreasing productivity
returns to innovation. And for those papers that do exist, the findings appear to be
more complicated than identifying simple declining productivity returns.
The secular stagnation hypothesis has in fact come under attack, with some authors
arguing that the depletion of technological opportunities is largely an illusion (Glaeser
2014). In this vein, Mokyr (2014) argues that technological opportunities in a large
number of industries including computing, materials, and genetic engineering will
continue in the future. One of the few empirical analyses is provided by Schubert
and Neuhäusler (2018), who for 11 OECD countries show that the effects of sectorintramural R&D on productivity are not declining. At the same time, the effects of
capital-embodied technological change have fallen to almost zero since the early
2000s, implying that elements of technology may indeed play a role, even though
the story is probably more complicated than simply that of declining productivity returns from R&D.
This technological view puts the innovation process at its core in order to analyse
the productivity paradox. This is described using three mechanisms observed among
innovative firms: a higher investment in intangibles (in particular digital ones), a reliance on open networks and related spillovers, and a greater service component embodied within otherwise standard manufactured goods. We argue that the innovation
process has undergone important changes in the post-WW2 period. The current paradigm of increasing dependence on digital technologies in all parts of the economy
encompasses a number of separate but interrelated institutional and managerial
changes in how innovation takes place and by whom it is performed. Several authors
have speculated that these mechanisms are likely to have caused attribution and
measurement issues with respect to output and inputs. However, their effects on
productivity in general and secular stagnation in particular are not well understood
empirically.
Investment into intangibles has become increasingly important (Acemoglu et al.
2014). Both the inputs and outputs of this investment may be hard to measure, however. Haskel and Westlake (2018) provide an insightful discussion of the conditions
under which the increasing importance of investment into intangibles may lead to
structural declines in the growth of productivity rates. While intangibles comprise a

variety of different assets, we will focus in this report on the role of digitalization and
the increasing use of artificial intelligence.
Open innovation has become more widespread. Specifically, innovation is shifting
away from producer innovation to innovation in open networks (Chesbrough 2003,
Foss and Saebi 2007, West and Bogers 2017), where innovation is not only informed
but also induced by users (Baldwin and von Hippel 2011). Thus, the locus of the
innovation process increasingly transcends the boundaries of the firm, because
knowledge has become too complex to be mastered within the boundaries of only
one company. At the same time, open innovation may give rise to spillovers, which
makes the attribution of returns to innovation, for example in terms of productivity
gains, more difficult to measure, assess, and attribute correctly.
A final aspect of the shift in the innovation process is servitization (Baines et al.
2009). This means that stand-alone physical commodities are increasingly being
bundled with the provision of services. Business-model innovation (Zott et al. 2011)
has loosened the strict boundaries between the manufacturing of physical commodities and the production of services. This further implies that a larger part of value
added in the manufacturing sector derives from the provision of services. If the service component in manufacturing becomes more important, it follows that productivity growth relies on the changes in the rendering of this service component. The
effects of servitization are not a priori clear. On the one hand, servitization may give
rise to new business opportunities and thus increase productivity. However, a shift
towards a higher share of services in overall value added may also result in a decline
in productivity growth because the technological potential for productivity growth in
services is typically lower (Maroto Sánchez and Cuadrado Roura 2009). One of the
reasons for this is that capital-embodied technological change is less important in
services. Another reason is that the value of services may be difficult to disentangle
when bundled with physical products. Servitization may additionally be a source of
apparent decline in productivity growth because technological change in services is
often much more difficult to measure (Wölfl 2003).
In summary, we may conclude that there are a number of mechanisms related to
changes in technology that may help to contribute to better understanding the mechanisms underlying productivity growth. These include intangibles/digitalization, open
innovation/spillovers, and servitization. However, there are thus far only few generalizable results for the influence of these mechanisms on productivity, in part because of a lack of structured data. Since testing the mechanisms will require leveraging data sources that go beyond standard technology and innovation indicators
such as R&D and patents, the BIGPROD project and this work package in particular
provide the foundation for extracting data on servitization, open innovation, and the
use of digitalization by means of using unstructured data from company websites.
Specifically, this part 1 of the final report is organized as follows: First, we present
an overview of the theoretical literature. After briefly summarizing the technologycentred view of the productivity paradox, in particular the three above mentioned
mechanisms (intangibles, spillovers, services provision by manufacturers) are discussed. Then, we present in a data and method section the data and the econometric
model implemented for testing these three mechanisms, followed by the main findings from our calculations, including an overview of applied robustness checks, in
the results section. Eventually, we discuss the policy implications of our key results
and finally conclude with a summary.

Literature review
In this literature review, we will first discuss the technology-centred view of the
productivity paradox. We will broadly sketch the state of the literature and discuss
major technology-related explanations as to why productivity may have stagnated.
Regarding the effects of recent technological developments on productivity, the literature turns out to be controversial. One argument summarized in the secular stagnation hypothesis suggests that technological opportunities have depleted over time.
Others argue that this view is oblivious to many very recent technologies such as the
digitalization of production and servitization, which may give rise to a new cycle of
productivity growth. In addition, a number of changes have become apparent regarding how the returns of innovation are appropriated. Innovation is increasingly performed in open networks, leading to spillovers which may both drive productivity as
well as creating appropriation risks and therefore disincentivizing innovation. The
overall effect on productivity of technological developments and changes in the innovation process are not a priori obvious. Introducing these mechanisms serves two
goals. First, it allows us to delineate the conceptual background necessary to develop the measurement concepts for the three mechanisms. Second, it allows us to
develop structural arguments or hypotheses which can be tested empirically.
Next, we provide a detailed introduction of which intangibles need to be considered
to enhance the understanding of performance and productivity as well as potential
competitiveness. Taking account of the different types of intangibles permits more
accurate estimates of productivity factors at the company level. Of significance here
are intellectual capital, cultural capital (or customer capital), and other intangible investments, as well as the effects of digitalization in terms of the use of digital technologies and in terms of a company itself being a manifestation of digitalization as a
producer of digital goods. Thirdly, a structured overview is provided of the research
on open innovation and knowledge spillovers regarding their impact on the productivity of companies. Fourthly we address servitization and most especially the theoretical and empirical knowledge and assumptions regarding the impact of servitisation on productivity -- especially for manufacturing firms. This updated literature review thus offers context for situating our empirical analyses and web-scraped data
results within current academic research and theoretical developments.

The technology-centred view of the productivity paradox
The depletion of technological opportunities: one of the most prominent technology-focused arguments for explaining the secular stagnation phenomenon is based
on the notion of the decline of technological opportunities due to the digital revolution
(Gordon 2014, 2015). In essence, Gordon argues that the emergence and diffusion
of new general-purpose technologies (Gordon labels them as identifiable industrial
revolutions, such as electrification) propels economic and productivity growth over a
long period of time. However, as the technological opportunities are depleted, economic and productivity growth decline too, leading eventually to phases of economic
stagnation. In fact, Gordon’s point is not so much that productivity growth is currently
unusually low, but that in the period 1930–1980 it was unusually high. Productivity
growth is only now returning to normal (Popović 2018). According to Gordon (2014,

2015), the main technology driving productivity growth in recent years has been IT,
but since IT technology is largely diffused there are now only limited technological
opportunities remaining to further drive productivity forwards.
One central claim of this view is that the productivity returns of R&D should in general
have declined. At a theoretical level, a number of authors have disputed this view or
have further refined the hypothesis. Some authors argue, for example, that digitalization in production and B2B relations, and advances in medical, nano- or biosciences, are likely to enhance productivity growth in the future (Mokyr 2014). Likewise,
Brynjolfsson et al. (2019) claim that to the degree to which there is a productivity
slowdown, it is largely due to implementation lags. The authors expect that artificial
intelligence may bring considerable productivity gains.
The decline of capital-embodied change: A more complex case for slowdown is
made by Schubert and Neuhäusler (2018), demonstrating that while there is no evidence of declining productivity returns to R&D, capital-embodied technological
change as a driver of productivity growth has almost come to a halt. Goldin et al.
(2020) argue that the slowdown may be due to reduced capital deepening. In keeping with Gordon’s view, Schubert and Neuhäusler (2018) and Castellani et al. (2019)
argue that the productivity growth that was induced by office and retail digitization in
the 1990s and early 2000s is likely to be over and will not return to pre IT revolution
levels.
A decline in the innovative core of firms: A further explanation for the productivity
slowdown relates to the share of innovating firms. In some European countries, including for example Germany, Sweden, and Austria, innovator shares have dropped
to comparably low levels. Rammer and Schubert (2018) provide evidence that the
share of innovating firms in Germany fell from 56% in 1999 to 34% in 2015. Thus
even though overall innovation expenditures are still on the rise, the innovative core
of firms is becoming smaller, with many firms increasingly decoupled from innovation
activities. While the reason for the declines in innovator shares is still subject to
scholarly debate, it seems reasonable to assume that declining innovator shares are
likely to lead to lower rates of productivity growth as well, because the most innovative firms are typically also the most productive ones.
The mismeasurement of production: A final explanation for low productivity
growth derives from an increase in the role of intangibles (see for instance Acemoglu
et al. 2014). With firms investing heavily in intangibles (R&D, software, brands, and
other intangible assets), changes in measured GDP understate the actual changes
in total output (McGrattan 2017). This is because GDP as measured does not include
these various intangible investments. This mismeasurement is, according to Haskel
and Westlake (2018), the primary link between intangible investment and the observed slowdown. Mokyr (2014) and Popović (2018) make a similar point and argue
that the methods used to measure productivity growth are more applicable to traditional industries than they are to improvements in consumer product industries,
which are particularly driven by what has come to be known as the gadget industry.
Gadgets are often not final and finished but are continuously improved in the aftersales process (e.g. mobile communications devices). This implies that traditional
ways of measuring productivity rely only on approximating the producer surplus but
ignore the consumer surplus, let alone externalized social surplus (Derviş and
Qureshi 2016). In essence, the mismeasurement argument provides a powerful critique of Gordon's secular stagnation hypothesis. Generally speaking, intangibles

drive productivity through providing direct input into consumer goods as well as spillovers into related product segments. An underestimation of the use of intangibles or
the services rendered by them will therefore manifest in a slowdown in total factor
productivity. Another critique of the secular stagnation hypothesis is that it is conceptually excessively focused on the older technologies of digitalization, such as
consumer product digitalization (Facebook, Twitter), but fails to understand newer
technologies such as the use of digitalization or AI in production (Bäck et al. 2022).
In summary, the technology-focused view of the decline in productivity rates has
yielded at least three separate explanations for the reductions in productivity growth.
The first posits a decreasing effectiveness of internal R&D expenditure, based on
the notion that technological opportunities have become depleted over time. The
second argues that capital-embodied technological change resulting from investment in modern IT infrastructure has become less important. The third claims that
the proportion of innovators has generally fallen, implying that the innovating core of
firms has become smaller. Clearly, the first two explanations argue that this lower
productivity growth is the result of declining returns on innovation, while the latter
argues that innovation may be too incremental compared with the past. However,
this view of technologies as a source of productivity decline is not uncontroversial.
Some suggest it has an overly narrow focus on older technologies or may simply
overinterpret measurement problems.
In order to shed light on the role of technology and innovation in productivity, we
have developed an econometric framework which is capable of estimating the
productivity effects. We regard a solid understanding of the causes as absolutely
central, because the policy measures that could effectively address them may vary
considerably.

The role of intangibles
Research in the domain of productivity is extensive. In 2020, the number of related
academic publications in the Web of Science Core Collection database (1988 onwards) reached 268,7271. About 15% of publications address the topics of research
and development (R&D) and technology and innovation (~41k–42k). Approximately
0.12% (n: 313) address both the theme of intangibles and R&D, technology, and
innovation activities together. The relatively low share of research on intangibles
does not denote insignificance but reflects the heavy data burden of providing the
missing piece of accounting for intangibles in the innovation-to-productivity puzzle
(Corrado et al. 2013, Bartelsman et al. 2017).
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Query # 1 | n: 268,727 TOPIC: (productivity) OR TITLE: (productivity) Indexes=SCI-EXPANDED, SSCI, A&HCI,
CPCI-S, CPCI-SSH, ESCI Timespan=All years Web of Science Core Collection Thomson Reuters.
Query # 2 | n: 41,741 TOPIC: (productivity) OR TITLE: (productivity) Refined by: TOPIC: ("research and development" OR "R&D" OR "research and technology development" OR "technolog*" OR "technology development" OR
"innovati*") Indexes=SCI-EXPANDED, SSCI, A&HCI, CPCI-S, CPCI-SSH, ESCI Timespan=All years Web of Science Core Collection Thomson Reuters.
Query # 3 | 313 TOPIC: (productivity) OR TITLE: (productivity) Refined by: TOPIC: ("research and development" OR "R&D" OR "research and technology development" OR "technolog*" OR "technology development" OR "innovati*") AND TOPIC: (intangible*) Indexes=SCI-EXPANDED, SSCI, A&HCI, CPCI-S, CPCI-SSH, ESCI Timespan=All years
Web of Science Core Collection Thomson Reuters.

Our aim is to review the literature to better understand how accounting for intangibles
might enhance capturing the value of R&D, technology development, and innovation
activities in terms of productivity growth. Here, we will take a broader view of the
concept of intangibles, although we will focus empirical work on the role of digitalization. In doing so, we aim to identify how data and indicators on intangibles might
be defined, collected, and constructed using scraping of firms’ websites, and how
they can be analysed using big-data techniques. We stress the potential importance
of accounting for and incorporating intangibles – as well as interactions among them
– into productivity measurement, including for instance the complementarities between information and communication technology (ICT), skills training, and intangible investments in managerial ICT. Various mechanisms by which different intangibles play a key role in influencing company performance are scrutinized below.
We have argued that intangibles may cause challenges for the measurement of
productivity. At the same time, intangibles represent key components of firms’
knowledge. They are therefore crucial to their performance (Marrocu et al. 2012).
For instance, the lower the intangible asset intensity is, the lower the barriers are for
a firm being easily imitated (Zhang et al. 2014). Scholars emphasize the role that
creating, utilizing and sustaining varieties of intangible capital play in strengthening
a manufacturing firm's long-term competitive advantage. In other words, competitiveness requires the productive use of intangible capital and assets (Phusavat et al.
2011, 2013).
From a theoretical perspective, intangibles relate to the creation and utilization of
varieties not only of classical capital, such as financial capital (e.g. via in-house mission- and vision-related investments and public finance) and classical physical capital (e.g. organizational structural capital, enterprise resource planning (ERP) systems, combined technology and ICT use, and product diversification), they also relate to varieties of neo-capital, such as human (intellectual) capital at the employee
and managerial level, social (business-to-business, e.g. Gopal 2018), business-tocustomer, and business-to-network relational capital, cultural capital (corporate social responsibility, corporate digital responsibility, vision, mission, norms, and standards), and geographical capital (e.g. ecosystem, natural, public policy, and internationalization). The utilization of varieties of intangibles can increase the performance
and competitive advantage of firms, industries, and regions.
Moreover, interactions and potential time lags among these various intangibles are
also deemed influential for enhancing the precision of productivity research and
measurement. These include human capital and cash-flow appropriability (intangibles and time lag) (Kogan and Papanikolaou 2019), better managerial practices, innovative activities (interaction), and returns (time lag) (Nemlioglu and Mallick 2017).
In the following subsection, varieties of intangibles and relevant indicators are scrutinized and listed.
Intangibles relating to classical (financial, physical)
capital
Intangible financial investments relate to R&D, selling and general administrative expenses (SGA), and other intangibles in marketing investments and activities (Higon
et al. 2017, Chen 2018, Mishra and Ewing 2020). Edquist (2011) also emphasizes
investments in intangible assets such as R&D, design, and advertising. From a financial capital perspective, the availability of public financial capital funds, either as

loans and/or tax credits on the supply side or public procurement instruments on the
demand side, is important for the value of intangibles. For instance, the economic
value of biotechnology intangibles is affected by country and sector risks and public
financing (Erbas and Memis 2012), as well as intangibles in certain industries such
as the biopharmaceutical industry (Huang et al. 2011). The source of R&D funds –
when disclosed transparently and incorporated into the valuation of intangible assets
– makes intangibles attributable to research and development activities (Billings et
al. 2004).
Intangible and classical capital are complementary. For example, organizational
structural capital (de Castro et al. 2009a, 2009b) and internal knowledge capital
(Marrocu et al. 2012) play a very crucial role in shaping a firm's complementary competences, which may favour the success of an innovative business model configuration (Cucculelli and Bettinelli 2015). This includes the combined use of non-ICT
technologies with ICT technologies, including hardware, software, and netware
(Lankauskiene 2016), and the use of ICT alongside increased employee skills and
human capital formation (Moshiri and Simpson 2011). Although competencies are
captured more easily and the relation between ICT and total factor productivity (TFP)
is expected to be positive, there may be a long time lag of many years (Edquist and
Henrekson 2017a). Likewise, macroeconomic revivals in productivity may in part reflect the contributions of intangible capital accumulated previously (Brynjolfsson and
Hitt 2000). Other scholars such as Basu and Fernald (2007) also agree that ICT as
a general-purpose technology suggests that measured total factor productivity (TFP)
may rise in ICT-utilizing sectors (reflecting either the unobserved accumulation of
intangible organizational capital (Knott et al. 2003), spillovers, or both), but with a
long time lag (Basu and Fernald 2007). ICT has intangible aspects including information system (IS)-related processes and IS-related process improvements and
their impact on company performance. In the software sector’s public capability maturity model (CMM), for example, level-transition announcements (as a subset of
standardization) and certification of intangible and physical capital (Morris and Strickland 2008) are deemed important in improving productivity (Aerni 2007).
Intangibles such as inventing new processes and products (Marrocu et al. 2012) play
an important role in product diversification. Product diversification is relevant for domestically consumed products, exported products, new products, and even traditional products (Tian 2007). Intangibles, on the other hand, also consist of those
innovations which might not be patented (Haskel 2015). We thus observe investments in intangibles such as brand equity, architectural and engineering designs,
and increasing demand for trademarks and design rights (de Rassenfosse 2017).
Intangible resources are therefore firms’ most distinctive assets in local and global
competitive environments, not only in manufacturing, but also, and especially, in service businesses (Zakery and Afrazeh 2015).
In addition to business size, factors evaluated as important during the creation of
intangible assets in Industry 4.0 include the division of organizational departments
and dedicated desks (e.g. production, quality management, sales and marketing
desks), and the division of labour among humans and machines with the advance of
technology (Lobova et al. 2019). Maximising productivity benefits from investments
in ICTs requires complementary investments in new organizational structures, employee training, and other intangible assets (Chen et al. 2016). The linking of company knowledge to productivity via the three facets of knowledge capital, knowledge
diversity, and knowledge relatedness may explain a substantial share of the variance
within business productivity. Knowledge relatedness, for example, matters because

it can lower coordination costs between a firm’s heterogeneous activities (Nesta
2008). The presence of these intangible effects also informs public and private policy
such that business decision makers and policymakers may consider increasing not
only ICT investments (e.g. enterprise information technologies (EITs)) but also the
development of intangible capital related to these investments (Sarkis and Sundarraj
2006, Battisti et al. 2015). In short, the value of intangible capital is positively influenced by innovation, organizational learning, knowledge management, and self-directed learning (Phusavat et al. 2013). In addition, investments in and the utilization
of digital systems can be helpful in assessing the relationships between firms, industries, regions, and nations; and if digital connectivity aims at achieving common
goals, it can be used to monitor and assess local and global intangible benefits
(Coles et al. 2018).
Intangibles relating to human capital
The interactions between varieties of technological capital mentioned in the earlier
subsection and their interaction with company-sponsored employee training are also
important (Ballot et al. 2001). From a human capital perspective, the productivity of
organizational processes relies on the availability of knowledgeable human resources, which is a subset of intellectual capital. This starts with corporate human
resource management departments attracting, employing, training, and retaining
qualified and knowledgeable personnel. Continuous workforce training and human
capital formation through the general education system are distinct processes
(O'Mahony 2012). Continuous workforce training may lead to the creation of different
and distinctive products and services, reducing costs and increasing firms’ creativity,
competitiveness and productivity (Atashi and Kharabi 2012). Investment in employee
skills (Evangelista et al. 2015, Marrocu et al. 2012) as one facet of investing in staff
training also generates increases in the company’s future intangible value (Zambrano et al. 2012). On a related note, one health capital investment which positively
affects business value and overall productivity is supporting the health of human
capital (Holland 2017). The flows of these knowledge workers over time can also be
traced using longitudinal career history data. These are especially important for detecting sectoral shifts, with a particular focus on the knowledge-intensive service
sectors (Tomlinson 1999). Intellectual capital is additionally evaluated by using occupational data and information when available, for example in Finnish linked employer-employee data for the 1997–2011 period (Piekkola 2016).
The qualifications of members of the board of directors, as a function of the quality
of human capital, also have an influence on productivity, companies’ strategic longterm orientation, their innovative behaviour, foreign investments, and corporate networks (Shakina et al. 2017). Managerial interpretations are required for human capital control and reward systems as well as for strategic management via the definition
of visions and missions (Epure 2016). These factors emphasize the importance of
intellectual capital management at the company level, with a key role for senior managers in improving intellectual capital management (Wu et al. 2006) and intangible
resources through performance improvement via managers. Company managers
are thus urged to pay more attention to the strategic positioning that ICT provides
firms rather than only looking to it as a means to enhance operational effectiveness
(Ong and Chen 2013). Scholars hence include corporate goals for ICT and management practices as key determinants of realized IT payoffs (Tallon et al. 2000). Value
realization from ICT depends on time-consuming investments in organizational
change and results in new, often intangible, organizational structural assets in terms
of models of ICT business value generation and managerial practices (Gregor et al.

2006). ICT intangibles extend to capitalized software, all purchased and internally
developed software, other internal ICT services, ICT consulting, and ICT-related
training (whether or not it is capitalized by the firm) (Saunders and Brynjolfsson
2016).
The importance of human (intellectual) capital, at both employee and senior management levels, becomes even more visible in certain sectors. In the healthcare sector, intangible resources such as clinical skills, knowledge, expertise, experiences,
competencies, doctor-patient relations, and doctor and hospital reputation may be
more central than physical resources like physical assets (Hamzah et al. 2017).
Once employee training is coupled with enterprise information systems, the organization may then produce intangible outputs such as health (Ayal and Seidmann
2009). ICT capabilities are based on distinct measures of human resource practices,
management practices, internal IT use, external IT use, and internet capabilities.
Thus, dimensions of ICT and connectivity are also relevant to understanding intangibles. Positive experiences are enabled by the digital and performing arts. The full
measurement of these benefits can help better account for human capital-related
investments, and thereby demonstrate higher potential productivity contributions
(Crowley and McDonald 2015).
Intangibles relating to social (relational) capital
Intangibles also play a big role in social capital. The social capital dimension includes
both internal and external aspects. Needs such as training and mentorship are internal to the company. Business-to-business, business-to-network, and research and
development and marketing alliances are external to the company (Tuli et al. 2010).
These intangibles play a big role in the ultimate success of a business, including
demonstrated impacts through stock returns (Angulo-Ruiz et al. 2018). Such intangibles enhance marketing investment and activities (Mishra and Ewing 2020), product image (Marrocu et al. 2012), brand capital, and interactions between customer
capital and innovation capital (Bayraktaroglu et al. 2019).
A full examination of the customer capital interface incorporates service complexity
(SC), customer interactions, customer channels, and customer loyalty (CL) as inputs. Outputs include repeat customers, referred customers, and willingness to pay.
A positive customer experience is an important component of service productivity
(Scerri and Agarwal 2018). The positive effect of client relationships on innovation,
established alliances, and companies' reputations is also shown by de Castro et al.
(2009a, 2009b). Customer capital additionally consists of trademarks and advertising
(Bontempi and Mairesse 2015).
Business suppliers in B2B settings are increasingly building a portfolio of multiple
types of ties with individual customers (Tuli et al. 2010), targeting joint productivity
gains as returns on relationships (ROR) (Gronroos and Helle 2012). Here, partnerbased technologies that harness informational and relational resources, driving overall performance in supply chains and business alliances, are also important intangibles (Richey et al. 2008, Chang 2013) due to horizontal spillovers and the impact of
backward and forward vertical spillovers from services and manufacturing sectors
(Orlic et al. 2018). Investments in organizational capital increase the productivity not
only of the investing business but may also create spillover to other firms, similarly
to investments in research and development (Chen and Inklaar 2016), and to domestic value added in global value chains (Vrh 2019). Interactions with state-owned

enterprises and public procurement bodies are also part of social relational intangibles.
Intangibles relating to geo-locational capital
The social-relational and contextual embeddedness of intangibles introduces the
concept of geo-locational capital, an ecosystem capital, where location is viewed in
terms of technological and human endowments as well as regional infrastructures
and settlement structure (Marrocu et al. 2012). Company location plays a critical role
in the global competitiveness of companies (Shakina et al. 2017). Internal knowledge
capital and intangible assets available in the regional economy can exert a positive
influence on firms' productivity (Marrocu et al. 2012). Such findings highlight the importance of public and private policies which are designed to stimulate the accumulation of intangible capital stocks within firms and support the development of an
adequate knowledge system at the regional level (Marrocu et al. 2012, Park 2015,
Peiro-Palomino 2016, Kaasa 2018). However, industry-level endowment of intangibles may contribute more to firm performance than firm-level endowments in the
context of transitional economies (Molodchik et al. 2019).
From an acquisition and intangibles perspective, foreign ownership may also enable
target firms to obtain better access to external finance. This would therefore mean
lower dependence of target firms on internal investments as well as savings of internal available cash funds (Stiebale and Wessner 2020) and may increase domestic
value added in global value chains (Vrh 2019). Financially, then, intangibles are also
related to the availability of regional and national public policy funds and the quality
of the institutional environment (Marrocu et al. 2012). For example, scholars document a robust correlation between UK public-sector financed R&D disbursed via research councils and market-sector total factor productivity growth (Haskel and Wallis
2013). Certain framework policies (such as the circular economy and digital economy), which have a particular regional and national aspect to them, increase the
creation and use of intangible resources (knowledge and intellectual capital)
(Nedelea et al. 2018). Policies influence the intellectual capital (IC) profile of industrial sectors in transition (O'Connor et al. 2015). Principal policy directions and the
key areas of business support in this geo-locational regard include the business environment, skills upgrading, network infrastructure, trust infrastructure, digital products and information services, intangible investments and assets, information, and
on-line government and/or administrations (Gatautis and Vitkauskaite 2009).
Hence we see the notion of the fuzzy firm emerging, where traditional corporate
boundaries have become amorphous, with the result that companies require new
valuation methodologies due to their intangibles (Johnson et al. 2002). In these settings, there may be significant productivity spillovers from public sector R&D spending on research agencies and higher education (Elnasri and Fox 2017). Domains of
digital business support thus extend to key business dimensions (functional, sectoral, and regional/spatial) at three distinct levels (micro: the level of the firm, meso:
the level of the region, and macro: national/international) (Gatautis and Vitkauskaite
2009).
In this sense, especially for innovative firms eager to capitalize on their technological
advances, internationalization represents a springboard for rapid international expansion of sales (Filatotchev and Piesse 2009). For instance, in industries charac-

terized by high levels of intangible assets such as technologies or brands, a converted wholly owned subsidiary may outperform continuing joint ventures (Chang et
al. 2013). From an organizational learning perspective, as entry tenure of foreign
firms in an industry increases domestic firms can learn from foreign firms over time
and improve their productivity (Zhang et al. 2014). For instance, the sales, productivity, and tangible as well as intangible assets of the acquiring firms may increase
substantially after M&A transactions (Edamura et al. 2014). FDI internationalization
theory postulates that multinational firms transfer a range of intangible proprietary
assets to their affiliates (Girma et al. 2007, Bridgman 2014), while noting that the
transfer of intangible assets from foreign firms to domestic firms is difficult (Salis
2008). There is also evidence that the multinational price premium (export prices
across firms) is significantly correlated with the knowledge-based intangible assets
within multinationals (Ge et al. 2015). Host-country equity participation in foreign
firms is consistent with higher unconditional productivity spillovers to domestic firms
(Marcin, 2008). Nevertheless, in the internationalization and spillover debate, firm
size is also an important control factor (Fukao 2013).
Finally, this geo-variety has a time dimension: the importance of intangibles can increase over time (Clausen and Hirth 2016). The distinctive evolutionary dynamics of
intangible capital compared with physical capital can help mitigate the negative impact of temporary uncertainty shocks on production and can serve to explain the
value premium with modest assumptions (Ahn 2019). Higher intangibles may be
more beneficial when combined with R&D activity (Nemlioglu and Mallick 2017).
Firms with better managerial practices and innovative activities also exhibit a positive
effect of higher leverage (Nemlioglu and Mallick 2017). Financing frictions impact the
increasingly important yet understudied intangible corporate investments that drive
innovative activity (Borisova and Brown 2013, Zhao et al. 2019). In the manufacturing sector, for example, firm size, R&D intensity, and advertising intensity (Irfan et
al. 2016) are found to relate to age due to their impact on market capitalization or
acquisition prices in M&A transactions (Clausen and Hirth 2016). In terms of labour
productivity, it may be predominant due to the intangible assets introduced by foreign
firms, rather than the simple fixed capital investment associated with FDI (Barrell and
Holland 2000).
Intangibles relating to cultural capital
Intangible resources in the cultural capital dimension consist of norms, values, and
goodwill, in addition to other resources such as patents, business and human resources (Lai et al. 2015). Corporate social responsibility (CSR) activities are one of
the mechanisms that can create intangible assets that provide businesses with a
competitive advantage (Padgett and Galan 2010). The strategic mission and vision
of companies relies on the presence and utilization of socio-technical value-based
intangibles (Shakina and Barajas 2016). Here, corporate goals, for example for the
ICT vision and mission, as well as management practices are also listed by scholars
as key determinants of realized ICT payoffs (Tallon et al. 2000).
Intangibles and digitalization
The use of digital technologies has revolutionized the ways many firms and economic sectors do business (Brynjolfsson et al. 2018, Gal et al. 2019). Considerable
evidence has accumulated that newer digital technologies such as big data and software use in general also affect company performance (Niebel et al. 2019, Branstetter

et al. 2019). AI additionally plays an increasing role (van Ark 2015), though most
discussions of this remain at a theoretical level (Acemoglu and Restrepo 2019, Gries
and Naudé 2018). This gap in the literature is conspicuous given that we have witnessed remarkable increases in the performance of these technologies in recent
years. Saon et al. (2017), for example, show that error rates in voice recognition
have plummeted as AI technologies have improved. Gehring et al. (2017) have
shown how neural networks have led to improved language translation, and Fortunato et al. (2017) have reported on the successes of Google's DeepMind at playing
Atari games. Despite these gains, anecdotal evidence suggests that the productivity
effects related to AI may not occur automatically. Brynjolfsson et al. (2019) have
termed this lack of evidence on conceivable productivity gains the “redux of the
Solow (1987) paradox”, arguing that “we see transformative technologies everywhere but in the productivity statistics”.
While the lack of evidence of effects may indeed result from the lack of effects altogether, Brynjolfsson et al. (2019) have argued that one of the reasons for this lack of
evidence may be the considerable time lags associated with AI. While time lags for
the emergence of productivity effects are not uncommon with new technologies, they
may be particularly relevant for AI for two reasons. First, AI technologies may still be
immature in the sense that they have not yet developed their full potential. Early
adopters may thus experience no or even adverse performance effects, an empirical
regularity observable for many breakthrough technologies at the beginning of their
life cycle and summarized seminally in the concept of the technology S-curve (Christensen 1992, Wonglimpyarat 2016, Priestley et al. 2020). A second potential mechanism for the absence of productivity effects relates to the lags between investment
in AI and the emergence of any productivity-related returns. Brynjolfsson et al. (2019)
argue that one reason for these investment delays is that AI is a transformative technology which not only requires learning how to work with it, but also demands systematic and holistic changes to a business’s overall structure. These holistic changes
may be costly and time-consuming, especially if the firm's organizational architecture
is non-modular (Agrawal et al. 2021).
Thus overall there seems to be ambiguity about the effects of digitalization, the use
of AI, big data and the like on company productivity. A small number of very recent
studies show a mixed picture. Czarnitzki et al. (2022) indeed provide evidence that
AI may increase productivity for a sample of German firms. Bäck et al. (2022) take a
more nuanced view and show that, although there are positive effects on average,
there seem to be considerable time lags between investment and productivity effects. There are also latecomer advantages resulting from the still greater immaturity
of very novel technologies such as AI in particular. The limited but accumulating empirical evidence thus suggests that the use of digital technologies appears to play an
ambiguous role as concerns productivity.
Measuring intangibles and the productivity paradox
The human-centric (e.g. employees, managers), social (e.g. multiplicities of businesses, networks, markets), and embedded (geographical producer-user ecosystems) mechanisms through which the intangibles listed above become operational
have a direct influence on company-level operations, potential competitiveness, performance, and productivity. Accounting for varieties of these intangibles may yield
more precise estimates for productivity measurement at the business level. Shortcomings in the treatment of, for instance, intangible investments in company accounts imply that there is no adequate statistical data collection or data itself in line

with other economic activity data for a business’s overall research and innovation
activities (Jensen and Webster 2009). As a result, productivity analysts generally rely
on R&D, technology development, and innovation proxies (which may not be overly
sensitive to intangibles) derived from administrative and survey data (Jensen and
Webster 2009). Intellectual capital, customer capital, and other intangible assets, as
well as accounting information on intangible investments, are crucial to identifying
the precise effects of intangible assets on performance and productivity dynamics.
The measurement of intangibles, even at the micro level, nevertheless remains very
challenging. Intangibles measured from company expenses thus seem to play a limited role in productivity analysis due to a lack of data/data quality (Bontempi and
Mairesse 2015). Filling in the missing pieces of the innovation-to-productivity puzzle
hence involves a heavy data burden (Bartelsman et al. 2017), requiring special attention to incorporating intangibles into productivity measurement efforts.
The unavailability of data on intangibles at the micro level also has a negative impact
on productivity measurement at the aggregate level. Here, growth-accounting methods show that the failure to account for line items such as continuous training leads
to an underestimation of the impact of human capital on output growth in the EU
(O'Mahony 2012). Scholars likewise stress that the mystery of total factor productivity (TFP) is likely to remain for as long as such measurement errors persist (Oulton
2016). Suggestions for possible changes to national accounts exist, including the
inclusion of multifactor productivity measures in the product accounts, changes to
the definition of output for certain financial services, expanded coverage of intangible
assets, capitalization of, for example, military equipment, inclusion of consumer durable goods in measures of savings, imputation of a rate of return to fixed assets
used for nonmarket production, reconsideration of sectoral boundaries, and modification of the definition of capital transfers for capital gains taxes (Moulton 2004,
Lynch and Thage 2017). Such improvements enable better measurement and interpretation of the existence of the productivity paradox.
The importance of intangibles for labour productivity growth, and thereby the necessity of incorporating intangibles into today's national accounting frameworks in order
to more precisely and correctly capture the levels of capital investments being made
in European economies, is an important challenge for productivity research (Roth
2019). Various intangibles (e.g. computerized data and information (digital assets);
knowledge assets, employee and managerial skills; innovative and administrative
business designs and models; and economic and market competencies) must be
incorporated into productivity research. Published macroeconomic data traditionally
exclude most intangible investments from measured GDP (Corrado et al. 2009). The
System of National Accounts treatment of most spending on knowledge or intangible
assets is as intermediate consumption (Marrano et al. 2009). Thus, they do not count
as either GDP or investment; treating such spending as investment affects key
macro variables, namely market sector gross value added (MGVA), business investment, capital and labour shares, growth in labour and total factor productivity (TFP),
and capital deepening (Marrano et al. 2009).
Complete accounting for intangibles requires changes to both the input and output
of growth accounting frameworks. According to scholars, incorporating intangibles
into the growth accounting frameworks can take some of the lustre off the performance of labour productivity (Oliner et al. 2008, De 2014). As an example, Swedish
TFP growth, one of the highest among OECD countries, is reduced substantially

when investment in intangibles is included in the growth accounting analysis (Edquist
2011). It is not only investment in intangibles but also their utilization and temporal
interactions among them are important. In this regard, the introduction of intangible
investments and non-neutral technological change with respect to producing intangible investment goods, services, and networks embedded in the ecosystem are
deemed beneficial (McGrattan and Prescott 2010).

Open innovation and knowledge spillovers
The fact that knowledge has the property of a non-rivalrous and non-excludable public good is well established. Knowledge can be used simultaneously by several people (non-rivalry), and its use by one party does not preclude its use by others (nonexcludability). In other words, knowledge can easily spill over to others from whoever
invested in producing it. Nelson (1959), focusing on investments in basic research,
claimed that those investments are “likely to generate substantial external economies” (p. 302). Arrow (1962) argued that the existence of spillovers might lead to
suboptimal R&D investments: “information is a commodity with peculiar attributes,
particularly embarrassing for the achievement of optimal allocation. In the first place,
any information obtained, say a new method of production, should, from the welfare
point of view, be available free of charge (apart from the cost of transmitting information). This ensures optimal utilization of the information, but, of course, provides
no incentive for investment in research” (pp. 616–617).
Knowledge spillovers are seen as an externality according to which agents investing
to produce new knowledge also benefit others (Breschi and Lissoni 2001)2. Spillovers of knowledge across agents thus need to be taken into account when considering the impact of R&D investment on the individual productivity of each agent. In
other words, “the level of productivity achieved by one firm or industry depends not
only on its own research efforts but also on the level of the pool of general knowledge
accessible to it” (Griliches 1992, p. 34). The importance of spillovers has been emphasized by recent trends towards open models of innovation (West and Bogers
2017, Gao and Wu 2020). The increasingly porous boundaries of firms, such as we
see in collaborative innovation for example, make spillovers more likely. The importance of both spillovers and open innovation for productivity stems from the fact
that spillovers can be considered to be valuable inputs. Ignoring them may entail
considerable measurement errors for productivity or may alternatively mean that tangible traditional inputs appear falsely to have a higher leverage than they do. At the
firm level, productivity may also be underestimated for the focal firm if we ignore the
productive value of spillovers to other firms.
Since the late ’80s, macro-level economists supporting the so-called new growth
theories have debated the role of spillovers in explaining productivity growth (see
Romer 1986, 1987). Following the theoretical debate, spillovers at the micro level
have been measured in several ways. Sena (2004) distinguishes three groups of
2

It is important to distinguish knowledge spillovers from rent spillovers. The latter “occurs when a firm or consumer purchases R&D incorporated goods or services at prices that do not reflect their user value, because of imperfect price discrimination due to asymmetric information and transaction costs, imperfect appropriability and imitation,
or mismeasurement of the true value of the transaction” (Hall et al. 2009). Rent spillovers are considered in the economic literature as a consequence of measurement problems (Griliches 1992). In this study, we will focus on pure
knowledge spillovers. Additionally, we will also include direct measures of collaborative agreements. Thus, we will follow both econometric indirect approaches to spillover measurement as well as indicator-based approaches.

studies. The first group of studies considers spillovers incorporated in “intermediateinput” or patent flows (Nadiri 1993). In this case, knowledge can flow in vertical relationships between firms or in cross-patent citations respectively. The second group
of studies positions firms within a technical space and considers firms as users of
the pool of R&D expenditure of other firms (Jaffe 1986). Finally, the third group of
studies advises that geographical proximity also matters to knowledge flows
(Audretsch and Felman 1996): close distance to other innovative firms or research
centres favours the flow of knowledge that is not codified, so-called tacit knowledge.
All of these studies conclude that R&D spillovers can explain a significant part of
productivity growth (Sena 2004). A fourth additional approach to measuring spillovers and open innovation which is not reviewed by Sena (2004) is to focus on cooperation with external actors, including firms and inter-firm alliances (Robin and Schubert 2013, Schubert et al. 2016). The importance of inter-firm spillovers has
prompted us to adapt the CDM model to explicitly consider the role of spillovers when
relating patenting to a firm’s productivity. In so doing, we intend to integrate into the
model the external knowledge capital that a firm can potentially absorb.
Several studies in the literature on the economics of innovation have examined the
relationship between R&D spillovers and productivity growth. Wieser (2005), in a
systematic review of these papers, gathered the main empirical works estimating the
impact of R&D spillovers by including R&D capital in the production function together
with labour and capital. The large majority of extant studies have considered a single
country (Raut 1995, Antonelli 1994, Harhoff 1998, Jaffe 1986, 1989, Los and
Verspagen 2000) or only few countries (Branstetter 2001), with particular attention
paid to the United States (Jaffe 1988, 1989, Los and Verspagen 2000). Among the
notable exceptions of studies extending their empirical focus to multiple countries,
Capron and Cincera (2000) considered a worldwide sample of firms. The stock of
knowledge from which a firm can benefit is considered at the local and external level
or domestic and foreign level (Wieser 2005).
Griliches’ aptly titled 1992 article, “The search for R&D spillovers”, is one of the first
comprehensive reviews of the basic model of R&D spillovers and their empirical
measurements. Griliches distinguished two types of studies: case studies limited to
a particular industry or sector, and larger quantitative studies that consider the overall impact of R&D expenditures outside the focal firm or sector. The first set of studies
includes case studies where researchers had an in-depth knowledge of the industry
– of the specific cases in question – at the time of Griliches’ review. These were
mainly related to the agricultural field. The quantitative studies are based on a more
general econometric model aiming to quantify spillovers.
Considering spillover modelling using a production function framework, Griliches
proposes a basic model of within-industry spillovers formulated as:
1−𝛾

𝑌𝑖 = 𝐵𝑋𝑖

𝛾

𝐾𝑖 𝐾𝑎𝑚 (1)

where 𝑌𝑖 is the output of firm i, 𝑋𝑖 is firm i’s conventional input, and 𝐾𝑖 is firm i’s
knowledge capital. 𝐾𝑎 is the aggregate knowledge of industry a, the spillover term in
the formulation of Equation 1 is 𝛾 , and the elasticity of output Y with respect to
knowledge capital 𝐾𝑎 . 𝐾𝑎 can be considered as a simple sum of the knowledge
borrowed by each member of the industry j (𝐾𝑎 =∑𝑖 𝐾𝑗 ), or a weighted sum on the
assumption that focal firm i firm borrows unequally from other firms (𝐾𝑎 =∑𝑖 𝑊𝑖𝑗 𝐾 ).
𝑗

The weight W serves to distance firms from spillover effects. Consequently, proximity
is the capability of a firm to benefit from spillovers. For instance, the distance in these
spillover calculations can be computed on the basis of input-output tables that consider cross-firm/industry purchases (Terleckyj 1980).
Distance can also be considered across industries. For example, firms within the
same industry or related industries might benefit more greatly from each other than
firms within unrelated industries. In a more recent review of the literature on spillover
measuring, Hall et al. (2009) examined studies refining the parameters for weighting
the flow of knowledge across firms and industries. These parameters range from
having common transactions (Terleckyj 1980) to the sharing of personnel (Scherer
1984) or cross-citing patents (Jaffe 1986). The general idea is that a higher frequency of economic transactions, investments, collaboration, or citations between
two firms increases the probability that knowledge will spill from one firm to the other
(Hall et al. 2009). Following O’Mahony and Vecchi (2009), we intend to use a finegrained industry taxonomy and include dummies for R&D-intense sectors, on the
assumption that firms operating in those sectors are more exposed to the exchange
of ideas and indeed benefit from genuine spillovers.

Servitization
Since the 1990s, manufacturing companies are increasingly offering services related
to their products. The aim of these product-related service offerings is to achieve
clearer differentiation from competitors and thus ultimately improve their own competitiveness, in turn hopefully contributing to increased sales and profits. In some
manufacturing companies, services already generate greater revenues than the sale
of the physical product itself. Service components are thus an essential factor for
innovations in manufacturing. Services also offer many new opportunities for generating additional revenues, retaining customers, and expanding and stabilizing order
volumes. This is particularly true for innovative business models based on productrelated services. However, whilst delivering services to customers brings many benefits, service provision itself remains a significant challenge for manufacturers
(Baines et al. 2009, Brax 2005, Coombs and Miles 2000, Eminli and Bots 2019,
Kindström and Kowalkowski 2009, Lay et al. 2010, Lewis and Howard 2009, Matthyssens and Vandenbempt 1998, Miroudot and Cadestin 2017, Vandermerwe and
Rada 1988, Wise and Baumgartner 1999).
Furthermore, there is a trend for manufacturing companies to increasingly shift their
focus from pure manufacturing to a combination of manufacturing and services by
offering new business models. In addition to offering product-related services, socalled digital business models are increasingly being offered. These business models entail offering integrated solutions of products and services and have become
common at least among larger manufacturers. Thus, the implementation of servicebased business concepts is a global business trend. Reasons for this development
include recent changes in the business environment such as the increasing competitiveness of developing countries, the globalization of markets, and the increased
awareness and evolution of customer demands, while digitalization also provides
opportunities and dynamics which make it difficult to rely exclusively on the traditional
competitive strategies of manufacturers (Biege et al. 2012, Bruhn and Hadwich 2016,
Buschak 2014, Lay 2014, Lerch and Gotsch 2015a, Rammer et al. 2018).

While the proportional growth of services is a central trend in manufacturing, the
effect on productivity remains ambiguous. On the one hand, classical productivity
models cannot simply be applied to the provision of services, as they would not take
into account essential specificities of services such as, for example, the interactive
relationship with the customer in “producing” a service. On the other hand, the impact
of services on the productivity of manufacturing enterprises and thus of the entire
economy is a fundamental issue that has not yet been decisively resolved. Productrelated services and new business models for services can increase productivity by
improving the quality of the services offered and strengthening customer loyalty. But
many service activities also have structurally lower labour productivity, and many
manufacturing firms do not systematically address the issue of measuring and increasing service productivity (Biege et al. 2013, Bruhn and Hadwick 2011, Hoekman
and Shepherd 2015, Lerch and Gotsch 2015a, Scerri and Agarwal 2018, Walsh et
al. 2016).
There are six general considerations regarding servitization. These in turn lead to
several hypotheses which might be taken into account in adapting the CDM model.
The first is the measurement of services in manufacturing. The second concerns the
internal measurement of service productivity. The third is understanding the prevalence of hybrid offerings. The fourth is better understanding the digitalization of services. The fifth is considering the organization of services. The sixth is properly accounting for high labour intensity. We will now quickly review these conceptually. We
emphasize however that data limitations have allowed us to only use a relatively
simple measure of servitization.
First, services within manufacturing are often expected as a “free add-on” when purchasing (new) machines or products. Thus, establishing services as separately invoiced additional offerings that are not included in the product but purchased in their
own right is quite a sensitive issue. It may be seen as an indication that professional
service management is effective in the company, that the costs and benefits of service provision are rationally assessed in the context of the market and with a view to
the success of the company, and that service innovation and the qualification of personnel for service provision are strategically considered and managed (Baines et al.
2009, Hepp 2016, Lerch et al. 2013, Rammer et al. 2018). It has on several occasions been empirically demonstrated that manufacturers directly invoice only part or
even less than half of their product-related services. Instead, these services are included in the product price and are thus invisible to the customer. Even in the case
of new products, any new service is often not directly invoiced but rather provided
as an additional service alongside the new product, without being fully factored into
the price calculation. In the context of fierce competition, the aim is to clearly distinguish it from competitor offers. In consequence, the value of these services is often
underestimated internally, making it almost impossible to measure the output realistically. This is mainly due to the major drivers of servitization. In manufacturing, servitization is often induced by increasing competition and the resulting interchangeability of products, price erosion, and margin pressure as well as the shortening of
product life cycles, forcing product manufacturers into strategic reorientation. Product manufacturers are therefore increasingly turning to services in order to win back
lost differentiation potential and develop new competitive advantages.
Second, the literature on manufacturers often reports a lack of attention to the issue
of service productivity. Approaches to internally measuring and monitoring service
productivity and methods for increasing the productivity of services are still tasks that
need to be tackled directly – especially by smaller manufacturing firms (Biege et al.

2013, Eminli and Bots 2019, Lerch and Gotsch 2015b, Ostrom et al. 2015, Ostrom
et al. 2010, Scerri and Agarwal 2018, Walsh et al. 2016). Due to the different characteristics of services compared with physical products, service productivity is hard
to measure and requires other proxies for its assessment. Major differences between
goods production and service delivery are linked to the intangible nature of services,
the lack of storability (which implies that there is no way for workers to utilize their
unused capacity later), and the involvement of customers in the “production” of services. Indeed, customers play a critical role in services as they provide input into the
service delivery process, placing the customer in a dual role of customer and supplier; that is, of co-producer and co-creator of value. The characteristic features of
the service also make it clear that the exchange of information and its targeted processing become an essential part of value creation. Interactions are a central part of
service production and have a significant impact on its quality. Thus, taking account
of the quality of service perceived by the customer as the customer experience
changes and integrating customers into the service process become essential tasks
of explicit service management. After all, the way information is exchanged and the
interpersonal contact both significantly determine the customer’s assessment of
quality. At the same time, externalization of services to customers is often used as a
strategy to increase productivity. Likewise, optimal utilization of the service, or the
establishment of a balance between willingness to perform and actual utilization, is
salient for productivity. It is also important to maintain a certain level of innovation in
services, especially in the area of knowledge-intensive services, whereby it is not so
much the direct positive effect on output that is of interest but rather the degree of
innovation that is necessary to maintain competitiveness.
Third, with increasing competition, companies are forced to break new ground in
order to capture a specialized niche and build a loyal customer base, especially in
the manufacturing industry. One possibility lies in designing hybrid offerings that
closely link production and services. Initial results show that the most productive
firms are those whose business areas provide an additional dimension for differentiation in product markets. By bundling a manufactured good with a service or vice
versa, hybrid firms can offer more valuable products, generating higher revenues per
employee and greater profits for every dollar of sales, as has been shown, for example, in the study by Eminli and Bots (2019). Another way to differentiate oneself from
competitors is to entrust partners with the provision of services on one’s own behalf.
Outsourcing external services that have a direct impact on the company's customers
seems to lead to more favourable results than outsourcing internal services. This
effect depends on the strategic outsourcing intent, the dependence of the service on
technology, and the choice of outsourcing partner (Eggert et al. 2017). Especially in
the case of knowledge-intensive services, the innovative nature of the service provided should also be taken into account; this offers the possibility of setting oneself
apart from one’s competitors due to the high degree of complexity and interaction
(Lerch and Gotsch 2015b).
Fourth, digitalization of services can play a crucial role in interaction with customers,
as it is an essential catalyst for the perception of service quality (e.g. Bruhn and
Hadwich 2016, Hepp 2016, Olderog 2019). Through the use of digital solutions, interaction with the customer as part of service production can largely be decoupled
in terms of time and space. Customers increasingly communicate via electronic interfaces and gain access to their services in this way. Today, the production and
innovation of services can mean that service providers rethink, adapt, and optimise
their technical interfaces to customers and employees and partially replace or at

least pre-structure direct communication. At the same time, the demand for digital
skills is strongly increasing among the customers of these services.
Against this backdrop, it is important to bear in mind that the digitalization of manufacturing is in most manufacturing companies still in the investment phase. This implies that new structures have yet to be established, and new activities must be developed and adequately staffed. Building new business models based on applications of digital technologies and digitized production remains a complex task. As a
consequence, the potential of business models is still largely untapped. In addition,
although many application possibilities (e.g. networking of development, construction, and logistics) are already being exploited, Industry 4.0 applications are still in
very limited use among a large proportion of manufacturers. In the B2B sector in
particular, the use of digital technologies for small batch sizes, customer-specific offerings, and interactive product design offerings still tend to be rare today. A large
part of digital technology use is still primarily for automation purposes (Rammer et
al. 2018, Lerch and Jäger 2020).
Fifth, platform use can also affect productivity (e.g. Lerch et al. 2019). By using or
operating digital platforms, companies hope to enter the highly profitable business
of digital services based on big data and artificial intelligence. Platforms facilitate
transactions that would either not be possible outside of platforms, or only possible
to a very limited extent. In addition to equalising costs, digital platforms often reduce
information asymmetries. A so-called network effect also comes into play if the benefit of a product or service increases with the number of users. In addition, platforms
may foster the product design process. Consequently, a growing number of platformbased business models are emerging, including in established B2B sectors. In the
manufacturing industry, companies offer their own digital platforms; however, many
manufacturers offer only partial solutions via platforms and mainly use platforms for
connecting parts of their own company. Most B2B platforms in manufacturing are
mainly used internally within the company; networking via third-party platforms is still
rare among manufacturers. Consequently, the number of cross-company platform
connections is still low.
This reluctance may be due to various challenges producers face in using platforms.
In particular, transaction platforms lead to a significant increase in the intensity of
competition in the traditional markets of industrial companies. In addition, the more
anonymous customer contact on platforms reduces customer loyalty, which, in conjunction with global price transparency, makes it more important to master transparent, intelligent product presentation without losing knowledge and know-how. As initial empirical studies show, network or scale effects are (thus far) rarely realised
through networking via platforms, even if those manufacturers who consistently use
platforms for both product sales and networked services achieve significantly higher
revenues with their services, something which in turn points to a greater professionalization of the service business as well as suggesting that productivity will increase.
Finally, it is often assumed that the relative increase in services provided is the reason for the decline in productivity, simply due to the high labour intensity that is
caused by lower capital input and less scope for standardization and rationalization
(e.g. Eminli and Bots 2019, Rammer et al. 2018). In manufacturing, the combination
of customer-specific products and after-sales/services in particular may have a particularly productivity-reducing effect, since a high level of personnel deployment is
necessary for short reaction times and extensive services. A principal argument is

that manufacturing firms have long begun to substitute labour with other factors of
production (capital and technology), while the service industry is highly dependent
on labour. In modern economies, services account for between two thirds and three
quarters of value added and employment.
In summary, it can be stated that the process of servitisation entails complex
changes in the company. Due to various mechanisms, the provision of services complementing the product portfolio can be seen as a driver for success in the market
and should be positively linked to sales development as well as to the productivity
achieved. Especially for companies that specifically advertise their services and service-based business models on the market, this positive impact is to be expected.

Data and methods
In this chapter, starting with the presentation of the two central data sources, the
process of linking them to the analysis dataset is first explained in more detail. This
is followed by a presentation of key indicators, with a focus on the newly developed
indicators. Finally, the econometric approach is explained and the main equations 2,
3 and 4 are presented.

Data sources and web-scraping procedure
Data sources
The empirical analysis in this Part 1 is based on a unique European enterprise-level
dataset combining web-scraped and administrative data. The scraped data cover
website information on digitalization, servitization, and cooperation3. The administrative data obtained via Bureau Van Dijk’s Orbis database contain information both on
intangibles and productivity as well as on key company characteristics such as size,
age, sector, and capital intensity. The third data source used – the PATSTAT patent
database – contains information on the annual number of patent applications. The
fourth data source, Microsoft Academic, captures information on the annual number
of publications. The available annual data on key variables from the four data
sources were merged into one data matrix based on unique firm identifiers.
The web-scraping procedure aims to obtain the desired variables from the companies’ websites and has as its key advantage that it provides solutions for data availability at a large scale. The web-scraping process used begins with the company
website URL as a seed value for fully traversing the company website domain and
extracting text from pages and associated hyperlinks. Company websites are
scraped using specially developed crawlers written in Python which recursively traverse the entire website and collect text data and links from each web page. The
crawlers are set to collect only text data and to ignore images, PDFs, and other media files. Since a considerable portion of website content may be stored in dynamically generated content pages, when the scraping program visits a new page within
the company website it captures the contents of the webpage and stores the data in
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The data were scraped by PPMI (https://www.ppmi.lt/) and shared with the partners of the EC H2020 BIGPROD consortium for further analysis.

a dedicated database. Then, from the disaggregated dataset, where a unit of analysis is a single URL representing the entire company, we create an overarching company-level dataset. Cleaning, harmonizing, and tagging procedures are then applied
to the text data to extract necessary variables such as keywords, a subset of textcodified knowledge, or collaboration4.
Sample construction and selection
The sample for analysis is constructed based on a set of data-cleaning steps. In our
focus, the firm population of interest is medium-high-tech and high-tech firms5 in the
EU (anno 2019, thus including the UK). This sample is particularly relevant because
it covers the sectors where both servitization and the digitalization of production may
have become highly relevant for productivity. Based on this specific sector selection,
we initially obtained Orbis information on the websites and unique identifiers of 181
320 firms. Their websites were subsequently scraped, with this information obtainable for a sample of 96 751 firms. Next, only the active firms were retained (defined
as firms with Orbis non-missing information for their 2019 turnover), leaving us with
a sample of 47,826 firms. In order to further clean the data, all observations from
non-manufacturing firms were removed6 (resulting in a sample of 47,237 observations), observations from countries with below 100 firm observations were removed,
and observations from the smallest firms were removed, resulting in a final sample
of 19,067 observations. Finally, the cleaned raw dataset was harmonized to yield a
common estimation sample in which complete data was available for all three of the
model’s equations. This final sample comprises 19,065 observations with complete
information.
In terms of the time structure of the data, coverage depends on the data sources and
specific variables. The coverage of Orbis data is optimal for the year 2019, after
which coverage worsens in the year 2020 and, at the time of this publication, is still
weak for the year 2021. The web-scraped (cross-sectional) data were obtained from
firm websites in the period December 2020 to August 2021. The data on patent applications cover the period 2000 to 2019, while the data on publications are for the
period 2000 to 2021.

Key indicators
R&D, patenting, and productivity indicators based on Orbis
data
A major problem arose from the high number of missing values in the R&D data as
provided by Orbis. For many of the firms, R&D had non-missing observations for
some of the years, and we had little confidence in missings truly indicating zero R&D
spending in the others. Indeed, even for many larger firms, R&D expenditure was
significant in some years and missing in others. Thus, the option of treating missings
4

For a detailed description of the web-scraped variables see Ashouri et al. (2021).
The analysis follows the NACE code rev 2. classification and includes the sectors high-technology (codes 21
and 26) and medium-high-technology (codes 20, 27, 28, 29, 30). For source for classification see EC: https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/cache/metadata/Annexes/htec_esms_an3.pdf.
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The original population was formed based on sector information and firm identifiers in the Orbis database on
19.10.2020. After the web-scraped data were obtained, a limited number of firms in the Orbis database returned (on
11.06.2021) different sector codes, of which the non-manufacturing sector codes were dropped from the final sample.
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as zeros was untenable. However, omitting all observations without R&D data in the
latest year would have resulted in a huge drop in observations to roughly a tenth.
Moreover, many of the firms with no R&D are likely to have missing data, which
would have led to a heavy sample-endogenous selection bias caused by focusing
largely on firms with confirmed positive R&D. We have therefore opted to construct
a measure of R&D activity which was unity if the firm reported positive R&D activities
in any of the years 2015–2019. This is likely to give at least a reasonable approximation of R&D activity in the firm, even though this indicator appears to underestimate true R&D activities somewhat (see next subsection).
The patenting measure was constructed analogously by including all patents filed
during the period 2015–2019. We constructed a patent intensity variable by dividing
the total patents in 2015–2019 by employment in 2019. As a robustness check, we
also considered a patenting dummy variable, which was one if the firm applied for at
least one patent in the period 2015–2019.
The productivity measure was calculated by dividing value added in 2019 by the
number of employees in the same year. The data offered the potential for measuring
added value instead of net sales. However, this latter variable contained substantially more missings. We therefore decided against this measure.
Spillover indicators based on Orbis data
To formalize the spillovers, we construct two variables representing the outside pool
of R&D knowledge and the innovative output, respectively. Both indicators are based
on the information made available in the Orbis database. Neighbours with R&D is a
variable that equals one when at least one firm in the same country and within the
same technological area (NACE) invests in R&D activities. Neighbours with patent
is a variable that equals one when at least one firm in the same country and within
the same technological area (NACE) files for patents7.
Digitalization, servitization, and collaboration indicators
based on web-scraped data
Digitalization measures: In the literature, companies’ digitalization capabilities
have typically been measured based on survey data (Björkdahl 2020, Blichfeldt and
Follant 2021, Kohtamäki et al. 2020). The present analysis instead measures digitalization using a classification of web-scraped text data based on the entire scientific
body of knowledge. Due to the high dimensionality and complexity of unstructured
text data, this analysis follows a novel approach by employing a large global publication database that can serve to measure the similarity between the structured data
sources and the web-scraped text data.
Microsoft Corporation has developed an open bibliometric database – similar to
Google Scholar – named Microsoft Academic8. Microsoft Academic Graph (MAG) is
a large heterogeneous graph featuring more than 200 million publications together
with the related authors, venues, organizations, and fields of study. As of today, MAG
7

In the current version of the model we opted for the use of dummy variables. In further development of the
model, we are planning to use two continuous variables, summing the investment in R&D of the neighbour firms and
counting their patents.
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is the largest publicly available dataset of scholarly publications and the largest dataset of open citation data. Fields of Study (FOSs) are the results of a hierarchical
topic model run on the entire MAG data corpus. FOS IDs are introduced at five levels
of detail, resulting in over 700,000 total topics and classifications. Certain data elements like FOS fields are calculated using the data provided by MS Academic Graph.
FOS data and the underlying keyword distributions for each FOS are referenced
from a MAG dump. This entails a complete download of the entire MAG dataset to a
single user’s storage account. Our analysis is based on the 2019-10-10 version of
the MAG dataset.
The newly introduced methodology translates digitalization into single, easily read
scores based on website texts. The process begins with specific high-level FOSs
associated with computer science from the MAG. The parent FOS codes are associated with digitalization together with any of their children. Identification of FOS identifiers is conducted in line with Ashouri et al. (2021) and Hajikhani et al. (2022).
The two novel digitalization measures proposed capture different aspects of digitalization capabilities. The first measure reflects digital capability in product development and is referred to by the term product digitalization. Considering the large overlap in product development and R&D performance in high-tech industries (Hagedoorn and Cloodt 2003), the product digitalization measure is considered as a proxy
for firms’ digital capabilities in research and development.
The second measure reflects the organizational level of firms’ digital capabilities and
is referred to by the term capabilities digitalization. Digitalization capabilities can be
established at various organizational levels in terms of, for example, infrastructure,
human resources, and business models (Appio et al. 2021); capabilities digitalization
captures the organizational level of digitalization capabilities.
In our econometric analysis, the novel digitalization measures are expressed as
dummy variables. To construct the product digitalization capabilities, the products
identified on the company website are recorded and associated with FOS IDs based
on a high level of shared or overlapping text. Computer science FOSs are scored as
one, non-computer science FOSs are scored as zero. Aggregating and averaging all
products available on the website results in a ratio-scored variable ranging from zero
to one. The new product digitalization score therefore uses actual product descriptions rather than conventional wisdom to determine whether a product is digital or
not. An added value is the resultant aggregation of the entirety of a company’s listed
products.
(1) The product digitalization dummy equals 1 if (1.A) the measure for the firm is
higher than (1.B) the industry average and 0 otherwise:
(1.A) The firm’s product digitalization indicator is structured based on website texts
that are associated with the firm’s identified products. For each product, we calculate
a dummy variable by checking if any Fields of Study (FOS) codes identified in Microsoft Academic Graph (MAG) associated with computer science are mentioned (1)
or not (0), after which an unweighted average for all products is calculated. The resulting indicator values sit in the range 0 to 1.
(1.B) The industry average for the product digitalization indicator is based on the 4digit NACE Rev.2 codes.

To construct the firm’s digital capability indicator, the firm’s capabilities digitalization
score measures the weight of FOS IDs associated with computer science in the company website FOS IDs subset, and can vary from 0 to 1.
(2) The capabilities digitalization dummy equals 1 if the (2.A) measure of the firm is
higher than (2.B) the industry average, and 0 otherwise:
(2.A) The capabilities digitalization indicator is structured based on all of the firm’s
website text. The relative importance (or weight) of all FOS codes identified in Microsoft Academic Graph associated with computer science is calculated (as a share
of the number of specific computer science FOS codes to the total number of FOS
codes) and summed. The indicator values sit between 0 and 1.
(2.B) The industry average for the capabilities digitalization indicator is based on the
4-digit NACE Rev.2 codes.
Servitization measures: Furthermore, the analysis employs another novel methodology to explore firm servitization based on the scraped text of company websites.
The keywords identified on company webpages are sources of information that companies communicate with their audience (Ashouri et al. 2021) and have been the
focus of previous studies of companies’ innovation activities (Héroux-Vaillancourt et
al. 2020, Li et al. 2018). To assess whether a firm offers services, we construct a
dummy variable which has the value 1 when the company website features the keywords “service” or “service + <other terms>” and equals zero otherwise.
Collaboration measures: Based on the analysis of the firms’ webpage text, we
were able to capture the number of collaborations with research and technology organizations (RTOs) and the number of collaborations with any other type of stakeholder. Based on the information obtained, two collaboration dummy variables were
distilled for the econometric analysis. Collaboration identification uses a combination
of linguistic dependency parsing, entity recognition mechanisms, and machine learning to identify collaborations. Using a set of phrase patterns and applying these patterns to the ML pre-selected texts also increases the algorithm's accuracy and minimizes false positive instances. By using a list of pre-existing keywords regarding
entity names as well as other specifications such as location, the identified collaborator entities are also classified into research and higher education sector entities
and other organizational entities.

The econometric model
As shown by the literature review, the productivity challenge that the European economy faces may be driven by a number of technology-centred trends which are not
fully understood. Pioneering academic analyses have provided initial evidence for
some of the drivers. However, a broad integrative picture is still lacking. This is due
on the one hand to the absence of systematic data on some of the core mechanisms.
There is thus a need for an integrative econometric framework that could help in
testing the explanations we have discussed in the literature review. The starting point
for analysing the innovation-productivity link has been the so-called Crépon-DuguetMairesse (CDM) model (Crépon et al. 1998), which has since its introduction evolved
both at firm level and to become the workhorse of the relationship between R&D,
innovation, and productivity. The CDM model subdivides the process from innovation
input to output into various substages which can be analysed separately. The reason

for its popularity is that it develops a multi-stage thin-sliced stage model of how innovative input is transformed into innovative output and finally into productivity. Since
the secular stagnation hypothesis is based precisely on the argument that changes
in the innovation process are the drivers of the productivity slowdown, the CDM
model appears to be a highly appropriate econometric modelling choice.
It should be noted, however, that the use of a CDM-type model presents a number
of important challenges which must be overcome. Since some of the challenges are
related to data availability, we will argue that the use of web-scraped approaches will
greatly contribute to resolving these issues. The first data-related problems result
from the issue of poor proxies for investment into and use of digitalization at the firm
level. Nevertheless, there are also data problems for servitization as well as for spillovers and open innovation. Indeed, the original CDM model and most of its variants
(e.g. Marin 2014, Castellacci 2011, Hall 2011, Griffith et al. 2006, Lööf and Heshmati
2002) have largely used traditional indicators of innovation inputs and outputs, such
as R&D expenditures, patents, and information from innovation surveys (e.g. from
the Community Innovation Surveys). These measures have in the past been thought
to be adequate proxies for innovation processes. However, with the advent of the
“intangible economy” (Haskel and Westlake 2018, cf. also Sichel 2018, Syverson
2017) they may have lost their ability to capture the central features of innovation.
Thus, there is a need to enrich the CDM model with data which explicitly takes into
account the role of intangible capital, of spillovers and open innovation, and of servitization. As we will see in this section in particular, the use of web-scraping approaches in combination with data from structured databases (such as Orbis or the
R&D scoreboard) can greatly counteract these data-related limitations. Thus, an initial goal of an extended CDM type of model is to unpack and extend the knowledgecomponent in the original CDM model (Crépon et al. 1998) by including not only
traditional measures of innovation input and output (such as R&D and patents), but
also investments into intangibles. The second goal is to establish a closer link between micro- and macro-level evidence by gathering information on a larger share
of the population under scrutiny.
However, beyond pure limitations in data availability there are also conceptual shortcomings in the original CDM type of models. In particular, Haskel and Westlake
(2018) argue that a characteristic feature of intangible capital and digitalization is
their ability to generate spillovers. Indeed, the authors speculate that the declines in
productivity growth may in fact be the result of the decreasing spillovers associated
with intangibles. Spillovers have, however, not played a central role in CDM models,
which have focused almost exclusively on the role of the focal firm’s investment in
its own output and productivity. There is thus a need to model spillovers into the
CDM approach. Haskel and Westlake (2018) make a convincing case that the ability
to profit from investment into intangibles differs substantially by company. Moreover,
the increasingly networked character of innovation blurs the boundaries of company
innovation. Incorporating spillovers into an extended CDM model is therefore our
third objective.
The essence of the CDM model as proposed by Crépon et al. (1998) is to understand
productivity outcomes at the level of the firm as being consecutively caused by a
chain of investments into R&D, resulting in innovation and market penetration and
finally productivity. Econometrically speaking, the CDM model is a multistep mediation model with a triangular structure. The precise number of equations differs between the models and is driven by the type of research question and the available

data, with most analyses so far relying on data coming from the Community Innovation Surveys (CIS). Indeed, it seems fair to claim that, since its inception, both CDM
models in practice and CIS data have co-evolved over time and are closely linked in
their respective analytical potential. This causes important data-related challenges
when transferring the CDM methodologies to applications not based on data coming
from standard innovation surveys. For example, while R&D is available, at least in
principle, even outside the scope of innovation surveys, there is little way to directly
mimic the innovation equations, which are often approximated in CIS contexts by
innovator dummies and/or the share of turnover from new products. In order to maintain the canonical CDM structure (R&D, innovation, productivity), we therefore decided to approximate the innovation component using patenting data. A further difference from existing models results from the fact that even the R&D data, which is
drawn from Orbis, is of limited quality due to a huge number of missing values. It
turned out however to be feasible to develop seemingly reliable simple dummies
indicating whether a firm was R&D active in a certain period or not. This dummy
indicator allowed us to obtain a useful measure of R&D, although its binary nature
comes at the price that we were unable to distinguish the decision to invest in R&D
from the intensity decision, i.e. how much to spend.
Our implementation of the original CDM model thus results in three equation models,
where the first equation represents R&D activity. The second, in two variants,
measures either binary patenting activity or patenting intensity. The third reflects the
standard productivity regression. Thus, overall our CDM implementation represents
a somewhat limited triangular structure which, despite not representing the full degree of complexity in terms of choice and intensity decisions, nevertheless still captures the essential process logic that innovation inputs lead to outputs, jointly leading
to productivity.
What our model simultaneously contributes is the ability to control for a wider set of
contextual variables which may, as discussed in the literature review, affect productivity. These were digitalization, spillovers and cooperation, and servitization, which
we denote by the vectors 𝑑𝑖𝑔, 𝑐𝑜𝑜𝑝, and 𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣. We can thus write the first part of our
CDM model, the R&D-equation, as follows:
r&d = x𝑏1 + 𝛿1 𝑑𝑖𝑔 + 𝜂1 𝑐𝑜𝑜𝑝 + 𝜁1 𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣 +𝑢1(2)
where r&d indicates whether a firm invests in R&D. The x-vectors contain key explanatory and control variables that affect the firm’s likelihood to invest in R&D as
well as the overall level of investment. These include firm size, existence of multiple
establishments, and country and sector dummies.
In the next stage, we have an innovation function which relates the innovation input
of the previous stage to the innovation output. Crépon measured this in two equations using patents, which we measure as a continuous indicator measuring the patent intensity 𝑝𝑖 . In this step, we incorporate the possibility of firms benefitting from
spillovers from other firms. We add to the model the variable K(a) that proxies the
outside pool of R&D knowledge as defined in the literature review.
𝑝𝑖 = 𝑒𝑥𝑝(x𝑏2 + 𝛼2 r&d + 𝛿2 𝑑𝑖𝑔 + 𝜂2 𝑐𝑜𝑜𝑝 + 𝜁2 𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣 + 𝜆2 𝐾𝑎 + 𝑢2 ) (3)

In the final step, Crépon et al. (1998) use the innovation outcome to explain firmlevel productivity, which we again estimate by resorting to labour productivity q modelled as follows:
𝑞𝑖 = exp (x𝑏3

+ 𝛽 𝑝𝑑 + 𝛿3 𝑑𝑖𝑔 + 𝜂3 𝑐𝑜𝑜𝑝 + 𝜁3 𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣 + 𝜆3 𝐾𝑎 + 𝑢3 ) (4)
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where K(a) in Eq. (4) denotes the outside pool of innovative outcomes from other
firms to account for the benefit from spillovers.
Based on our data presentation in the following result section, it is in principle possible to estimate Eqs. (2)–(4) consistently with different econometric approaches, depending on the assumptions one is willing to make about the cross-correlations between the error terms (compare Wooldridge 2010). In the baseline models, we
started estimating the models using separate regressions. In principle, this is consistent if we are willing to make zero-correlation assumptions on the error terms. This
assumption may hold because of the triangular nature of Eqs. (2)–(4). However, it is
not guaranteed. A number of authors have therefore proposed using ALS on reduced-form regressions (Crepon et al. 1998), Generalized Structural Equation Modelling (Baum et al. 2017), or instrumental variable regression (Castellaci 2015). Our
data did not allow for the definition of credible IVs; however, using predicted instead
of actual values, or using Generalized Structural Equation Modelling, did not appear
to change the main conclusions.
The results are presented separately in three sub-sections on R&D activities, patenting, and productivity. We note that once we have estimated all coefficients in the
model, we get a very detailed picture of how investment into R&D trickles down to
innovation output and eventually to productivity. Because all the equations are linked
to each other in a triangular fashion, we are able to estimate not only the withinequation effects of a focal explanatory variable, but also how it indirectly affects later
stages.

Results
Summary of analytical data
In Table 1, we present a summary of the main statistics. In total, the sample consists
of 19 067 firms for which information was available for all variables. The average firm
in the sample was a relatively small firm with about 40 employees. There was, however, great heterogeneity. The largest firm in the sample had more than 400 000
employees. Across the high-tech and mid-high-tech manufacturing sectors (NACE
20, 21, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 32, 33) considered, the distribution was fairly balanced,
even though only a very small minority of firms belonged to NACE 30 (Other vehicle
construction). As concerns the main variables, we see a potential issue with respect
to the R&D data. In our sample, only 4% of the firms are R&D active, which is probably an underestimation as information from the Community Innovation Surveys suggests figures should probably be about twice as high.9 Clearly, the samples are not
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However, even in the sample of above 10 employees, the share of R&D active firms increases only mildly to 5.3%,
indicating that ORBIS has substantial coverage problems with respect to R&D.

entirely comparable, since approximately 25% of firms included in Orbis are smaller
than 10 employees (the cut-off for the CIS). However, our focus on medium- to hightech manufacturing still suggests that we are likely to underestimate the R&D activities in the sample. The number of patent-active firms in the sample is 1.6%, which is
probably substantially more reliable since the data is drawn from PATSTAT, and the
only source of error relates to likely limited problems with name disambiguation.
Focusing on the key explanatory variables, we see a number of very interesting patterns. For both the capability and product digitalization measures, we see that
roughly one third of all firms are identified as more active than the industry average.
The share of firms having neighbours with R&D and patenting is relatively high at
37% and 68%. This is also due, however, to the fact that we were forced to apply a
relatively coarse measure based on country-sector co-locations. Using more finegrained regional geo-location information is technically possible but was out of scope
given the project’s time frame. Cooperation with RTOs and non-RTOs is much lower
at 3% and 8%. However, it is likely that only those partnerships which are highly
strategic are listed on companies' websites. With respect to servitization, approximately 25% of the firms also highlight service offers on their website. This figure is a
very conservative measure compared to results based on external survey data, for
example the European Manufacturing Survey10. Analyses suggested a share of traditional services providers among manufactures of over 80%; however, advanced
service based business models were offered by around a quarter of manufacturers.
A final point of note is that country distribution was substantially more skewed, with
45% of firms based in Italy. This selectivity was due to missing data problems in
Orbis, which were substantially less for Italy than for other countries. While this
clearly does not allow for any claims to country-wide representativity, we do however
include country dummies to control for country-level heterogeneity. Moreover, since
the overall sample is relatively large, we are at least in principle able to identify country heterogeneity, in particular for the countries with a reasonable number of observations: Germany, Spain, France, the UK, and Poland. Nonetheless, the skewed
country distribution should still be taken into account when interpreting the results
that follow.
Table 1:

Summary of statistics

Variable
Ln labour productivity

10

Obs

Mean

Std. Dev.

Min

Max

19067

4.10037

0.736002 -3.61192 5.79291

Ln patent intensity 2015–
19067
2019

0.00275

0.063189

0

4.50258

Patent active 2015–2019

19067

0.01652

0.127470

0

1

R&D active 2015–2019

19067

0.04232

0.201334

0

1

Product digitalization

19067

0.33881

0.473316

0

1

Capability digitalization

19067

0.36094

0.480285

0

1

https://www.isi.fraunhofer.de/de/themen/wertschoepfung/fems.html

Cooperation with RTOs

19067

0.03551

0.185061

0

1

Cooperation with non-RTOs

19067

0.08638

0.280931

0

1

Servitization

19067

0.25185

0.434086

0

1

Neighbours with R&D

19067

0.37363

0.483780

0

1

Neighbours with patent(s)

19067

0.68338

0.465170

0

1

Ln employees

19067

3.63678

1.740080

0

13.4168

Ln firm age

19067

3.16276

0.712479

0.69315

5.80513

Multiple establishments

19067

0.76111

0.426419

0

1

NACE 21 - Pharmaceuticals

19067

0.03713

0.189091

0

1

NACE 26 - Computer/ electronics
19067

0.13925

0.346212

0

1

NACE 20 - Chemicals

19067

0.14617

0.353285

0

1

NACE 27 - Electric motors

19067

0.13017

0.336502

0

1

NACE 28 - Machinery

19067

0.42251

0.493972

0

1

NACE 29 - Automobiles

19067

0.07033

0.255711

0

1

NACE 30 - Other transport

19067

0.00939

0.096438

0

1

NACE 32 - Production of
other goods
19067

0.03582

0.185849

0

1

NACE 33 - Repair of machinery
19067

0.00146

0.038294

0

1

AT

19067

0.01442

0.119229

0

1

BE

19067

0.01432

0.118801

0

1

DE

19067

0.08292

0.275766

0

1

DK

19067

0.00661

0.081343

0

1

ES

19067

0.15251

0.359529

0

1

FI

19067

0.01815

0.133485

0

1

FR

19067

0.07322

0.260497

0

1

HU

19067

0.01012

0.100101

0

1

IE

19067

0.00351

0.059176

0

1

IT

19067

0.45104

0.497610

0

1

PL

19067

0.07337

0.260754

0

1

SE

19067

0.03430

0.182004

0

1

UK

19067

0.05691

0.231666

0

1

Examining R&D activity
While the R&D data in particular appears to be somewhat problematic, we still report
the R&D regression but while cautioning against overinterpretation. Nonetheless, we
find some baseline expectations confirmed such that, despite incompleteness, key
relationships appear to hold. In particular, this concerns the positive size dependence of R&D activity: we see that the R&D dummy is strongly positively associated
with firm size. This suggests that the data probably still contains interesting meaningful variational patterns, which make the analysis of the other contextual variables
informative. In columns 1–4 of Table 2, we feature the variables for the three focus
domains of digitalization (as measured by product and capability digitalization), cooperation (split between cooperation with RTOs and non-RTOs), and servitization.
In column 5, we include all of these focus variables simultaneously, and, overall, we
see that the results appear to be robust across specifications. What is interesting is
that both servitization and product digitalization are in this sample positively associated with one another (r=0.10, p=0.0000). While this says little about the direction of
causality running between the two variables, one reasonable interpretation of the
results is that servitization and product digitalization both offer potential for R&D activities. Interestingly, neither the cooperation variables nor capability digitalization are
significantly related to R&D activity.
Table 2: The R&D equation

Ln employees
Ln firm age
Multiple establishments
Product digitalization
Capability
digitalization
Cooperation
with RTOs
Cooperation
with
nonRTOs
Servitization
Constant

(1)
R&D active
2015–2019
0.41876***
(23.19)
0.02970
(0.84)
0.20552
(1.45)

(2)
R&D active
2015–2019
0.41439***
(22.84)
0.03185
(0.90)
0.20045
(1.42)
0.14348**
(2.78)
-0.08114
(-1.52)

(3)
R&D active
2015–2019
0.41687***
(23.05)
0.03180
(0.90)
0.19829
(1.40)

(4)
R&D active
2015–2019
0.41717***
(23.04)
0.02733
(0.78)
0.19752
(1.39)

(5)
R&D active
2015–2019
0.41002***
(22.49)
0.03289
(0.93)
0.18149
(1.28)
0.12439*
(2.39)
-0.05745
(-1.06)
0.15689
(1.48)
0.12299
(1.53)

0.13417*
(2.54)
-3.77689***
(-15.62)

0.18031**
(3.07)
-3.83400***
(-15.71)

0.15802
(1.50)
0.03695
(0.49)

-3.75030***
(-15.59)

-3.76945***
(-15.60)

-3.75961***
(-15.59)

Sector dumYes
Yes
mies
Country
Yes
Yes
dummies
N
19067.00000
19067.00000
chi2
3594.49697
3603.58741
p
0.00000
0.00000
t statistics in parentheses
* p < 0.05. ** p < 0.01. *** p < 0.001

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

19067.00000
3599.13723
0.00000

19067.00000
3600.91703
0.00000

19067.00000
3617.32243
0.00000

Examining patenting
Looking at the patenting equation in Table 3 we first note that, in accordance with
our expectations, R&D activity is a significant (positive) predictor of patenting intensity. This is reassuring because, even though patenting may not necessarily require
R&D, both should be positively associated. Thus, despite major problems in the
measurement of R&D as referenced above, the data still accords with important
baseline expectations. Unlike the variable for measuring intramural R&D activities,
the spillover variable Neighbours with R&D is not significant in any of the regressions. Thus spillovers may be of more limited importance at this level, even though
a more precise measure of spillovers would certainly help to substantiate this point.
One interesting observation is that the digitalization variables are not associated with
patenting intensity in any of the regressions. A reasonable explanation for this is that
digitalization often refers to the creation of intangible assets and capabilities, which
are hard or even impossible to patent. Thus, even though (product) digitalization was
a driver of R&D, a positive link with patenting is not necessarily to be expected. For
servitization, we observe a negative association in column 4, which may again relate
to the intangible nature of services. However, this association does not appear to be
robust as it disappears in column 5, where all the variables are included. What does
however turn out to be a robust predictor of patenting activity are cooperations with
RTOs and non-RTOs.
Two kinds of explanations for this finding may be reasonable. First, cooperations
may drive the success of the innovation process in general, which may be visible in
greater patenting activity. Through cooperations, firms may get access to valuable
resources and skills that they could not have accessed within the firm. Second, cooperations typically require an effective management of partner IPR. Thus, when
firms enter into cooperations, they may choose to patent a larger share of their IP in
order to improve their IPR protection.
Table 3:

R&D active 2015–
2019
Neighbours
with
R&D
Ln employees

The patenting equation

(1)
Log patent intensity 2015–
2019
0.00670*
(2.47)
0.00077
(0.64)
-0.00115***

(2)
Log patent intensity 2015–
2019
0.00666*
(2.45)
0.00076
(0.64)
-0.00119***

(3)
Log patent intensity 2015–
2019
0.00614*
(2.27)
0.00066
(0.56)
-0.00150***

(4)
Log patent intensity 2015–
2019
0.00666*
(2.45)
0.00075
(0.63)
-0.00093**

(5)
Log patent intensity 2015–
2019
0.00612*
(2.26)
0.00066
(0.56)
-0.00147***

Ln firm age
Multiple establishments
Product digitalization
Capability digitalization
Cooperation
with
RTOs
Cooperation
with
non-RTOs
Servitization

(-3.34)
-0.00037
(-0.53)
0.00068
(0.59)

(-3.45)
-0.00033
(-0.48)
0.00065
(0.57)
0.00119
(1.20)
0.00067
(0.69)

(-4.37)
-0.00005
(-0.08)
0.00027
(0.24)

(-2.68)
-0.00036
(-0.53)
0.00089
(0.77)

0.01664***
(5.78)
0.01075***
(5.57)

0.01083*
(2.36)
Sector dummies
Yes
Country dummies
Yes
N
19067.00000
r2
0.00346
P
0.00000
t statistics in parentheses
* p < 0.05. ** p < 0.01. *** p < 0.001
Constant

0.01029*
(2.24)
Yes
Yes
19067.00000
0.00357
0.00001

0.00925*
(2.02)
Yes
Yes
19067.00000
0.01008
0.00000

-0.00378***
(-3.44)
0.01060*
(2.31)
Yes
Yes
19067.00000
0.00408
0.00000

(-4.16)
-0.00003
(-0.05)
0.00032
(0.28)
0.00078
(0.79)
0.00057
(0.59)
0.01646***
(5.71)
0.01036***
(5.27)
-0.00106
(-0.93)
0.00884
(1.93)
Yes
Yes
19067.00000
0.01019
0.00000

Examining productivity
Finally, in the productivity equation in Table 4 we find that patenting only marginally
affects labour productivity. In columns 1 and 2 it would be significant at the 10%
level. In column 4, there is even evidence of statistical significance at the 5% level;
but in the most general column, column 5, the statistical significance is lost. Since
both the patenting information and the labour productivity measures should be of
good quality, it is unlikely that data issues are the main driver of this result. Instead,
the result may support the suggestion that patenting has lost some of its relevance
as a driver of productivity growth. This finding is therefore largely consistent with
Gordon’s secular stagnation hypothesis. On the other hand, some of our results cast
doubt on the generality of framing of the secular stagnation hypothesis. In particular,
the hypothesis claims that technological opportunities have generally depleted over
time, offering little potential for productivity growth. Although the lack of correlation
between productivity and patenting may suggest this, we do observe that product
digitalization and servitization are strong predictors of productivity. Thus, understanding the problem of stagnating productivity growth from a technological perspective may have more to do with the changing role of patenting than it has to do with a
general depletion of technological opportunities. In particular, our results suggest
that the increasing digitalization of products in high-tech manufacturing sectors and
the increased tendency to bundle physical products with services generate substantial opportunities for productivity growth. Consistent with this finding, and emphasizing the role of intangibles, is the further observation that the spillover variable Neighbours with patents is positive and significant in all regressions.
Table 4:

The productivity equation

Ln patent intensity
2015–2019
Neighbours with
patent
Ln employees
Ln firm age
Multiple establishments
Product digitalization
Capability digitalization
Cooperation with
RTOs
Cooperation with
non-RTOs
Servitization

(1)
Log labour
productivity
0.13595
(1.89)
0.02667*
(2.28)
0.03876***
(11.60)
0.05951***
(8.64)
0.13073***
(11.47)

3.69380***
(80.97)
Sector dummies
Yes
Country dummies
Yes
N
19067.00000
r2
0.27368
P
0.00000
t statistics in parentheses
* p < 0.05. ** p < 0.01. *** p < 0.001
Constant

(2)
Log labour
productivity
0.13147
(1.83)
0.02613*
(2.24)
0.03676***
(10.95)
0.06095***
(8.86)
0.12925***
(11.34)
0.05658***
(5.74)
0.01107
(1.15)

(3)
Log labour
productivity
0.10635
(1.47)
0.02636*
(2.26)
0.03682***
(10.96)
0.06132***
(8.90)
0.12854***
(11.27)

(4)
Log labour
productivity
0.14914*
(2.07)
0.02506*
(2.15)
0.03436***
(10.13)
0.05944***
(8.65)
0.12644***
(11.09)

0.02442
(0.85)
0.08141***
(4.23)
3.67511***
(80.35)
Yes
Yes
19067.00000
0.27505
0.00000

3.68437***
(80.75)
Yes
Yes
19067.00000
0.27479
0.00000

0.07919***
(7.26)
3.69895***
(81.18)
Yes
Yes
19067.00000
0.27568
0.00000

(5)
Log labour
productivity
0.10785
(1.50)
0.02392*
(2.05)
0.02900***
(8.44)
0.06325***
(9.20)
0.12126***
(10.64)
0.04698***
(4.75)
0.01844
(1.92)
0.02971
(1.04)
0.11260***
(5.75)
0.09683***
(8.56)
3.66865***
(80.35)
Yes
Yes
19067.00000
0.27885
0.00000

Robustness checks
A number of robustness checks were conducted. First, we replaced the patent intensity variable with a dummy indicating patenting activity. With respect to the major
findings on product digitalization and servitization, the results remained robust. In
fact, the patenting dummy here was actually more robustly related to labour productivity. This may be an indication that the value of patenting has not receded completely. Applying for patents may be relevant, while their number may be less so.
This is consistent with the explanation that patents may have become overused, for
example for strategic motives.
Second, rather than using separate regressions, we estimated Equations 1–3 using
Generalized Methods Structural Equation Models, as proposed, for example, by
Baum et al. (2017). This model allows for testing cross-equation restrictions, which
is less straightforward to implement in single-equation modelling. These models generally show that the indirect associations arising from mediations channelled through
the patenting variable are usually low compared to the indirect effects. In models

based on the patenting intensity measure this holds trivially, as patenting intensity is
at best weakly significant in the productivity regressions. However, it also holds for
the more significant patent dummy. Here several of the indirect effects are significant, but nevertheless quite small, accounting for substantially less than 10% of the
total effect (direct+indirect). Thus, the moderation pass-through effects appear to be
less relevant overall, which suggests that if the focus is on the productivity effects
alone, focusing on the last regression may be sufficient.
Third, although our data did not provide many opportunities for addressing potential
endogeneity concerns in CDM using instrumental variable approaches (compare
Castelacci 2015), we also followed the approach of using the predicted values of the
patenting and R&D variables instead of their actual values. This reduced the significance of the R&D and patenting variables somewhat. However, it did not strongly
affect the findings for the core variables of interest relating to digitalization, spillovers,
servitization, and cooperation. Given that pass-through indirect effects did not appear to be primary drivers of productivity anyway in terms of size, the overall conclusions remain comparably stable once this estimation strategy is implemented.

Policy recommendations
While data quality limitations may suggest that our results should be interpreted as
associations rather than as identified causal effects, several of the results still touch
on aspects of great relevance for STI policy. Most notably, we found that the role of
patenting on productivity may be less stable than it has been in the past. A narrow
focus on patenting activity may thus be problematic for innovation-oriented policies.
At the very least, our results indicate that if patenting does play a role, it may be in
the fact that a firm patents at all rather than in the intensity of patenting. We argue
that this result may be driven by an overuse of patenting for strategic motives such
as active or passive blocking, the creation of patenting thickets, or productivity signalling. Overall, this suggests that, even in the high-tech manufacturing sector, the
role of largely tangible innovations as reflected by patents may have declined in relevance for productivity. This appears to support the secular stagnation view that depleting technological opportunities have given rise to the productivity paradox.
However, this conclusion would rely on a very narrow measure of innovation and
technological opportunities. In particular, some authors have suggested a role for
less tangible technologies that may offer enormous potential for productivity growth
beyond what is patentable. We focus specifically on the role of digitalization and
servitization and find that, even though patents may have declined in their relevance,
these two factors were highly important predictors. Thus, while the secular stagnation view suggests a general depletion of technological opportunities, our results provide a more nuanced picture. The technological opportunities may have shifted away
from technological opportunities associated with patentable (or patented) technologies to less tangible ones, implying bundling products with services and or increased
digitalization of formerly analogue products. Thus, the picture drawn by the secular
stagnation hypothesis of STI policy as a lever for productivity may be overly pessimistic. Instead, if we assume the associations are also reflections of causal relationships, our results rather imply that STI policy should shift to fostering non-tangible
technologies and trends, including, but potentially not limited to, servitization and
digitalization. An explicit or implicit focus on tangible and patentable technologies or

a narrow focus on R&D, as implied by the STI policies of many European countries,
may run the risk of disregarding other types of such less tangible technologies.
In keeping with this insistence on the role of intangibles, we have provided some
evidence on the role of spillovers as well as, to some degree, of cooperation with
other actors. European STI policy has a strong tradition of supporting cooperation
within its Framework Programmes. In an age where intangibles that are less affected
by rivalry in use become more important, or where digitalization becomes an important driver of returns to scale, collaboration and open innovation may need to
become even more central. STI policies should thus continue to place significant
emphasis on collaboration and even consider integrating it further into policy design.
This may be even more relevant within digital technologies because European firms
often lag behind their American and Southeast Asian competitors. And in addition to
potentially lagging behind technologically, the returns to scale associated with many
digital technologies also play against European firms. Fostering knowledge sharing
and cooperation inside the European ecosystem may thus become vital for closing
the gap with competitors in China, the US, or Korea.

Summary
In this report, we have set out the basis for econometric estimation of the microfoundations of the productivity paradox at company level. We have reviewed the literature
and have highlighted the importance of technology-centred explanations for the
productivity paradox. We have also argued that trends towards intangibles, spillovers/open innovation, and servitization can contribute to shedding light on the
productivity paradox, in parts potentially explaining it. We have highlighted by way of
example some of the mechanisms through which these trends may affect productivity. Thus far, it has been difficult to put these mechanisms to the test because of
problems in data availability. In a unique data collection endeavour, we have combined structured data from Orbis and PATSTAT with novel information from scraping
companies' websites. We have used this information in an extended CDM model.
Although limitations in the data quality of some of the key variables used for CDM
modelling constrained our estimations in some respects, the ability to draw on webscraped indicators of digitalization, servitization, and cooperations allowed us to gain
important new insights on the productivity paradox. To some extent, our results support the secular stagnation view; notably in that the role of patenting for productivity
does not (any longer) appear to be stable. At the same time, our results contradict
the claim that technological opportunities have in general reduced. In fact, both product digitalization and servitization appear to be very relevant sources of future
productivity growth. We have outlined the importance of this dual finding for STI policy.

PART 2 – Return of an AIrelated Solow-paradox in AI?
AI adoption and firm
productivity
Introduction
The use of digital technologies has revolutionized the ways of doing business for
many firms and economic sectors (Brynjolfsson et al. 2018, Gal et al. 2019). Considerable evidence has accumulated that newer digital technologies, such as Big Data
and software use in general, also affect firm performance (Niebel et al. 2019,
Branstetter et al. 2019). Yet, in particular, for artificial intelligence (AI) as one of the
most advanced uses of ICT, the evidence is scarce (van Ark 2015), with most discussions remaining on a theoretical level (Acemoglu and Restrepo 2019, Gries and
Naudé 2018).
That gap in the literature is conspicuous given that we have witnessed remarkable
gains in the performance of the technologies in recent years. For example, Saon et
al. (2017) show that error rates in voice recognition have plummeted as AI technologies improved. Gehring et al. (2017) showed how neural networks led to improved
language translation, and Fortunato et al. (2017) reported on the successes of Google's DeepMind in Atari games. Despite these gains, anecdotal evidence suggests
that the productivity effects related to AI may not appear automatically. Brynjolfsson
et al. (2019) have termed this lack of evidence on conceivable productivity gains the
"redux of the Solow (1987) paradox" arguing that "we see transformative technologies everywhere but in the productivity statistics".
While the lack of evidence of effects may indeed be the result of the lack of effects
altogether, Brynjolfsson et al. (2019) argued that one of the reasons for the lack of
evidence on effects on performance may be due to considerable time lags associated with AI. While time lags for the emergence of productivity effects are not uncommon for new technologies, they may be particularly relevant for AI because of
two reasons. First, AI technologies may still be premature in the sense that they have
not yet developed their full potential. One implication would be that early adopters
may experience no or even adverse performance effects – an empirical regularity
observable for many breakthrough technologies at the beginning of their life-cycle
and summarized seminally in the concept of the technology-S-curve (Christensen
1992, Wonglimpyarat 2016, Priestley et al. 2020). A second mechanism that would
imply an absence of productivity effects could relate to the lags between investment
in AI and the emergence of any productivity-related returns. Brynjolfsson et al. (2019)
argue that one reason for such investment delays is that AI is a transformative technology, which, besides learning to work with it, also requires systematic and holistic
changes to the firm's overall structure. In particular, when the firm's organizational

architecture is non-modular, such holistic changes may be costly and time-consuming (Agrawal et al. 2021).
Nevertheless, to date most of the claims about the presence or absence of the returns to AI have remained speculative, with concrete empirical evidence being
scarce. In this paper, we focus specifically on the two arguments about why effects
may be delayed (technological prematurity and investment delays) and how AI adoption rates affected productivity. We exploit a unique Finnish panel data set on job
openings obtained from one of the leading commercial Finnish job advertisement
platform Oikotie Oy's. We match this data to economic performance measures,
productivity in particular, which we collect from the ORBIS database. Overall, we
obtain a panel dataset with performance measures obtained for the years 2016-2019
matched to AI-related job offers three years prior.
Using fixed-effects panel regression, based on 721 firms, particularly large firms, we
provide consistent evidence of a technological maturity effect, where early returns
were negative in the beginning but turned positive at the end of the observation period. We also find evidence of significant investment delays meaning that returns
occur only after significant time lags. The former is a technology-wide cohort effect,
which would affect all adopting firms homogeneously at a particular time. Importantly,
such a cohort effect would speak in favour of second mover advantages accruing to
firms adopting AI only when the technology is ripe. Instead, the investment effect
implies that all adopters have to go through an initial phase with no or negative returns. Only after this "investment" period, productivity gains can be achieved.

Literature review
This literature review begins with a definition of AI and a short overview of its expected impact on productivity. This is followed by a brief review of empirical work to
test the assumptions. With this background, the hypotheses examined here in Part
2 are then derived in detail.

Defining AI
Defining Artificial Intelligence (AI) is a subtle task and often causes confusion about
the concept and how it relates to neighbouring concepts such as Big Data, Machine
Learning or Deep Learning. In addition, there is no clear line of demarcation showing
what should be still understood as an ordinary computation task or what is truly about
"intelligence" in machines. Generally, what computers do is following certain rules
and procedures (algorithms) to perform a task. AI is also based on algorithms but
typically requires additional features to differentiate it from ordinary computation
tasks. Generically, as Nilsson (2009) put it: AI is "that activity devoted to making
machines intelligent". As of today, various implementations of AI exist, but their degree of "intelligence" differs. A huge subfield of AI is known under the term machine
learning (ML). It means that a computer takes input – typically (large amounts of)
data – to learn how to accomplish a certain task from it. ML is often but not necessarily about prediction or recognition in various fields: e.g. phenotypical species classification, stock price prediction, face recognition, predicting the creditworthiness of
bank customers, or language recognition on a smartphone. The used algorithms are
often remarkably successful in their tasks, even in very complex situations where

deep human expert knowledge was regarded indispensable before. Tumour recognition and staging based on ML techniques is a point in case (Sharif et al. 2020).
Despite these grand successes, many algorithms do arguably not derive their capabilities by infusing human "intelligence" into machines but by learning extremely effectively from (often huge) data sources (Friedman et al. 2001, James et al. 2013).
As Agrawal et al. (2018) argued, the current wave of AI does not really bring intelligence but prediction as a key component of intelligence. A number of supervised
learning algorithms such as linear regression, Support Vector Machines or Random
Forests Classifiers as well as unsupervised learning algorithms such as cluster, principal component or factor analysis fall in this category of prediction and statistical
learning algorithms. Even the often-cited artificial neural networks are, albeit powerful statistical learning, not intelligent.
AI-approaches that comer closer to behaviour, intuitively ascribe a certain level of
intelligence to rely on the aforementioned statistical learning procedures but infuse
goal-driven behaviour. Reinforcement learning (Sutton and Barto 2018) is a huge
field in AI that employs an algorithm with preferences (which could be as simple as
maximizing profits in a particular setting) and then allows the algorithm to change its
behavior. Usually, these algorithms set out as quite dull instances but quickly improve their performance due to the available enormous computation power. Wellknown examples are Google's AlphaGo, which taught Go to itself, and became so
good at it that it finally beat Lee Sedol being one of the world's best professional Go
players (Varian 2019).
While we do not intend to engage in a laborious attempt to define AI and demarcate
it from ordinary computerized tasks, we can nonetheless infer to a few common observations and characteristics features. First, at the core of AI-related algorithms is
the concept of statistical learning from often large amounts of input data. Second,
the algorithms differ widely in terms of their degree of intelligence. Some ML techniques, which are arguably the most widespread, are pure statistical learners and
are limited to narrow tasks, such as predicting creditworthiness. Other algorithms are
substantially more complex and leverage data to modify and improve their own
source code continuously. Thereby they become true learners in the sense that their
original programmed state may not have much in common with their final state. Third,
AI-implemented algorithms have proven to perform extremely well in a number of
applications related to recognition and prediction that were thought to be reserved
for human cognition before. Because of that, AI algorithms, irrespective of their degree of infused intelligence, had given rise to a myriad of value-creating business
opportunities that, before the advent of AI, either were not possible to exploit at all
or a least not at reasonable costs.
While the technological advances in AI suggest improving productivity at the firm
level, the link between productivity and AI also depends on several techno-economic
forces, including competition, heterogeneity between sectors, effects on minimum
efficient scales of production, and the changing boundaries of the firm. In the next
section, we will discuss the (limited) empirical literature on AI and will then continue
with a theoretical discussion of how AI is likely to affect productivity on the firm level.

Empirical results on effects of AI and related technologies

Due to the novelty of IT-based technologies, empirical analyses are still scarce. Indeed, most studies have focused on the relatively older technology of industrial robots. Here, the primary interest was on the effects on employment and wages due
to the potentially labour-saving effects resulting from automation. For example, Acemoglu and Restrepo (2017) find evidence that robots causally reduced both wages
and employment in the US between 1990 to 2007. A comparable finding for Germany
is presented by Dauth et al. (2017): The adverse effects may suggest that with increasing complexity, the technologies may turn to be substitutes rather than complements for labour. One paper by Graetz and Michaels (2015) focused on productivity
and documented significant and positive effects on productivity growth. Together
with negative effects on employment, the empirical results on the economic effects
of industrial robots are indeed consistent with the hypothesis of labour-saving effects
resulting from automation.
Additionally, several other studies also reported the positive impact on labour
productivity for European manufacturers and developed countries in general but did
not find a negative effect on employment (Fu et al. 2021, Dachs et al. 2022). Instead,
rather indirect effects were suggested. e.g. Jäger et al. (2015) reported a negative
effect on offshoring production outside Europe arguing that users of industrial robots
are more frequently able to realize highly productive production processes in European high wage countries and, thus, help maintaining industrial production and value
creation in the EU.
While it may be tempting to believe that AI has a similar labour-saving effect on highskilled employment (Brynjolfsson and McAfee 2014), this is still unclear. Very recent
survey results for AI seem to indicate that AI holds potentials for both job creation
and destruction (Hunt et al. 2022). In particular, because AI and ML approaches are
difficult to set up and calibrate appropriately, the increasing use of AI has certainly
increased also the demand for data scientists and other IT-related high-skilled labour. In radiology, a profession sometimes argued to be on the verge of extinction,
the number of employed experts has been on the rise rather than declining. Thus,
AI, although for sure replacing certain job profiles, may create new ones through
exhibiting powerful synergy effects. Indeed, Bessen (2017) argues that the effects of
AI are likely to be heterogeneous across sectors. In particular, sectors with large
shares of unmet demands (notably services), AI may prove to be more beneficial in
terms of employment than in sectors where shares of unmet demands are lower (e.g.
in manufacturing). Beyond such largely theoretical statements about the likely impacts of AI on employment, growth, profitability or productivity, empirical evidence of
AI is mainly scarce. To date, one study Damioli et al. (2021) analyzes the effects of
patenting AI-related technologies and finds a productivity-enhancing effect. While
these papers indicate the economic and innovative potential of AI, by focusing on
patenting, they address primarily the commercialization value of the technology rather than the effects accruing to using or adopting AI-related technologies, which is
at the core of this paper. The scarcity of the results of firm level effects of adopting
AI on performance, is, as Raj and Seamans (2019) argue, largely due to an absence
of specific firm level data on the adoption of AI in firms, which patent data on AIrelated invention cannot easily approximate. Another reason is that even on the firm
level, the effects are the result of technological advances and mediating and moderating economic forces. In the following, we intend to review important theoretical
insights on the specific use of AI and how it is likely to translate into firm-level productivity. We will derive the concrete research hypotheses, and first discuss the baseline
effect of the use and adoption of AI on firm-level productivity. Then, by drawing in
insights from literatures on the dynamics of technology adoption (Christensen 2013)

and investment and integration cycles (Agrawal et al. 2021), we will pay particular
attention to the time profile of the effects.

The hypotheses
The previous section revealed that the direct evidence for the productivity effects of
AI and related technologies is limited. However, the few existing works showed that
there may indeed be positive productivity effects associated with both the use/adoption of IT-based technologies such as robotics (Graetz and Michaels 2015, Dachs et
al. 2022) and the commercialization of AI-related technologies (Damioli et al. 2021).
With limited empirical evidence, it is useful revisiting the theoretical aspects of AI
technologies.
Conceptually, AI will increase productivity if it either decreases the required level of
input for a given level of (monetarized) output or increases the output for a given
level of input. While to date, we know little about whether AI is input-saving or valueincreasing – if any of the two at all – both mechanisms are theoretically conceivable.
A number of examples exist, where AI progress has led to a tremendous decrease
in costs for certain services and products. Varian (2019) cites the example of picture
recognition, which is now offered by cloud-providers for less than a tenth of a cent.
Previously, reliable picture recognition would have relied on human cognition, implying higher costs by several orders of magnitudes.
The cost decreases can imply lower input requirements for already existing products
and services on the market, as exemplified by picture recognition. Applications of
picture recognition existed before the advent of AI, but were used only for very highvalue activities. An example is clinical diagnostics based on MRI scans, which relied
solely on human expert knowledge held by radiologists and now is in many cases
aided or even replaced by machine learning techniques (Obermeyer et al. 2016).
Applications now exist in a wide range of fields such as tumour detection (Zacharaki
et al. 2009, 2011), Alzheimer diagnosis (Castellazzi et al. 2020), psychosis (Salvador
et al. 2017) or Parkinson (Salvatore et al. 2014). Yet, the cost decreases in picture
recognition associated with Machine Learning did not only contribute to making highvalue tasks cheaper. It also helped entirely new markets by making applications economically feasible, which would have been prohibitively expensive before. An example is Google lens, which is a consumer-focused web-service identifying practically
all objects by comparing smartphone camera footage with existing pictures on the
web. This application would have required a wide range of human experts two decades before and is now fully automated and easily accessible for most smartphone
owners.
Besides reducing costs for the provision of existing goods and services or the creation of markets for new goods or services, several authors have highlighted the importance of AI-technologies for effectively implementing price differentiation. As
Dubé and Misra (2017) and Shiller (2013) show, it is possible to devise pricing models based on third-order price differentiation, which can lead to a considerable transformation of consumer into producer rents through the use of information on the consumers' revealed preferences. Interestingly, such discriminatory pricing models are
often considered sceptically from a welfare perspective because they transform consumers into producer rents. However, as Varian (2019) notes, price differentiation
can create market segments at the lower-income range that would have been unserved under homogenous pricing. Therefore, the productivity effects originating

from price differentiation may not only result from rent distribution but also from market and, thereby, rent creation.
In summary, we expect that AI has the potential to affect productivity positively
through the reduction of costs for principally existing goods or services, through the
creation of markets for entirely new goods or services and through the use of more
effective use of price discrimination. We conclude with our baseline hypothesis H1:
H1: Higher use of AI increases firm-level productivity.
While H1 highlights the baseline expectation of positive productivity effects induced
by the increasing diffusion and adoption of AI, a number of application-specific observations suggest that the actual state of technological progress may be lagging
behind the occasionally excessive salvation promises. Langlotz (2019) argues that
the promises of AI-based radiological diagnosis are still largely illusionary not only
because of reluctant adoption but also because of slow technological progress resulting in particular from scarcity of training datasets and regulatory impediments.
Chokshi et al. (2019) thus conclude that instead of replacing radiologists, experts in
the field are more likely to learn to leverage AI technologies to improve their own
diagnosis techniques over time. That observation that the technological benefits may
unfold only in the long run also extend to other high-promise fields such as autonomous driving. While progress here is undeniable, with more and more aiding systems
built into cars today, the technology is still far from offering ready-to-market autonomous driving solutions. A further reason is unresolved regulatory issues, particularly
liability and privacy issues (Collingwood 2017). Thus, instead of disrupting entire
technological and business fields from one moment to another, AI may transform
them gradually over extended periods. Indeed, the concept of the technology Scurve proposed by Christensen (1992) made almost thirty years ago suggests that,
fairly generally, technologies with a disruptive potential are unlikely to overturn existing technologies and business opportunities immediately. Instead the technologies
may start with a performance level, which is inferior to existing incumbent solutions.
The incumbent solutions, however are typically close to their maximum performancelevel and therefore do not hold a promise of significant future improvements, while
the disrupting technologies may hold this potential. One of the major conclusions for
AI is that the productivity benefits associated with its adoption and use will accumulate with the increasing maturity of the technology over time. Therefore, several authors have highlighted that early second movers may experience advantages because they avoid adopting yet immature technologies (Asthana 1995, Jovanovic and
Nyarko 1994). Early first adopters instead experience negative productivity effects
by settling on an inferior technology, at least in the short run. At the same time, they
still help seed the technology and thereby creating the basis for its future development (Catalini and Tucker 2016). The concept of the technology S-curve does not
deny concept disruption but puts the assumption that disruption would be instantaneous as naive. Instead, associated gains on the firm level will grow with the increasing maturity of the technology over time. In line with this gradual accumulation argument, we conclude with our second hypothesis:
H2: The productivity effects of AI are larger in later cohorts.
H2 summarizes the expectation that the productivity effects of AI become only visible
with a time lag that is dependent on the generic state of the technology and therefore
common to all potential adopters. A second reason for time lags in the productivity

effects is related to firm-specific integration and learning costs associated with the
technology. Quite generally, new technologies put substantial pressure on adopting
firms implying that gains are unlikely to be immediate. Most notably, the concept of
learning-by-doing suggests that firms become acquainted with the technology and
effectively use it only over time (Chuang 1998, Parente 1994, Bessen 2015). Consequently, the productivity effects of technology should, on the firm level, be a function of the time since adoption. Since these adoption times differ between firms, firmlevel heterogeneity between firms plays a crucial role (Bessen 2017). While the literature on learning-by-doing effects associated with AI is still very limited, at least
one study by Agrawal et al. (2021) documents the substantial time lag on the firm
level, which exists between adoption of AI applications and any economic performance gains. The time lag results from substantial integration costs, which can prevent effective system-wide change and are increasing in the degree of non-modularity. Thus, even learning of the firm about AI will be associated with time lags. However, it is important to note that the time lags hypothesized in H2 should imply return
patterns that differ over time but are similar across a firm. Maturity effects in H2 are
homogenous cohort effects. The time lags hypothesized are a function of firm-specific adoption times and are therefore heterogeneous across firms, leading to our
final hypothesis H3:
H3: The productivity effects of AI increase in time since adoption.

Data & methods
Data sources
In recent years, the availability of Big Data methods has greatly increased. While
these types of data are typically unstructured and need cleaning before use (GangHoon, Silvana, and Ji-Hyong 2014), they also offer analytic potentials that go beyond
previously available structured data sources. One particularly relevant field is data
on advertisements for text mining jobs have garnered interest from various scholars
(e.g. Karakatsanis et al. 2017, Ningrum et al. 2020, Pejic-Bach et al. 2020), which
holds the promise of providing valuable information on diverse topics, such as discrimination, skills and human capital characteristics (Kuhn, Shen, and Zhang 2020,
Ningrum et al. 2020, Pejic-Bach et al. 2020).
The ability to provide timely information on skill demands by firms is also the angle,
which makes the data useful in our setting of measuring AI-adoption in firms. While
so far AI has primarily been measured using either survey or patent data, these data
sources each share certain disadvantages. Data collection via surveys is complicated, costly and only yields sometimes heavily biased sample data. Patent classifications can be useful but only refer to patentable inventions and therefore measure
only firm activities that include the act of invention. Moreover, there are often long
lags until novel technologies, such as AI, are robustly identified within patent classes.
Job data offer timely access to information on AI-related activities inside firms that
extends well beyond own inventive activities and may include even pure adoption of
often existing technologies. In this paper, we make use of Oikotie Oy's data on job
advertisements, which is one of the largest job advertisement databases in Finland.

The job ads dataset extends from 2013 to 2019 and contains 407,000 job advertisements. This period and particularly it's second half was a period of growth in the
number of job vacancies. The largest number of job advertisements in the dataset,
slightly over 90,000, was in 2019. The most significant growth in the yearly number
of jobs, over 20,000 jobs, occurred in 2017. The growth also continued in 2018. For
GDP, 2017 was also the period of rapid growth during the period considered; since
then, annual growth has been lower.
The dataset includes full details of the job advertisement created by the job poster,
such as job titles, job descriptions and information of which company had posted the
ad. The most significant challenge with the data is using recruitment agencies without identifying the actual recruiting company.
We developed a three-tier glossary of terms and concepts describing AI to identify
job ads aiming for AI-related skills. The glossary was built using publications where
AI terminology and taxonomy were explained (Aristodemou et al. 2018, Brunette et
al. 2009). Additionally, terms were picked from Stack Overflow survey results 202011,
and from Wikipedia AI glossary12. Because the terms were of different levels of abstraction and specificity, the vocabulary was defined consisting of three tiers:
•

Tier 1: Main general terms referring to AI (i.e., artificial intelligence, machine learning).

•

Tier 2: Core technologies associated to AI (i.e., NLTK, Decision tree).

•

Tier 3: Technologies that support or enhance AI solutions but not direct AI
core technologies (i.e., Cloud, Database, Matlab).

The terms were defined in two languages (Finnish and English); many acronyms and
product names were used as such in both languages and needed no translation.
The terms were searched in job titles and descriptions. Each job advertisement was
linked to only one tier by starting from Tier 1, even though it might have had terms
from Tiers 2 or 3. As a quality check, we assessed the job titles of the resulting
dataset to check their relevance, and some ads were removed based on this before
the analysis. The illustration of data processing steps is also available in Error! Reference source not found. in the annex.
The data on AI-related job advertisements was matched with basic economic and
financial information from ORBIS. Although ORBIS offers principally more variables,
we focused on operational turnover as well as the number of employees because of
acceptable coverage, thereby also providing an approximate measure of the company's productivity. The data set of AI job ads contained 3,094 firms. Out of these
firms, 821 companies could be matched to ORBIS. In the regressions, further itemnon-response was a consequence of the data matching was mainly prompted by the
non-availability of any information on financials in the ORBIS data. This extract is

11

Annual survey from software developers conducted by Stack overflow community: https://insights.stackoverflow.com/survey/2020
12
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Glossary_of_artificial_intelligence

used for basic structural descriptions of firms offering AI jobs between 2013 and
2019.
Among these 821 firms, 23 percent were large firms with 500 or more employees,
14 percent of larger medium-sized firms with 250 to 499 employees, 20 percent of
smaller medium sized firms with 100 to 249 employees, 13 percent of small firms
with 50 to 99 employees, and 30 percent of very small firms with less than 50 employees. The covered diverse sectors range from agriculture to transportation,
though there is a concentration in some sectors. The data consists of 25 percent of
firms active in the information and communication sector, 16 percent manufacturers,
16 percent service providers of professional, scientific and technical services, 9 percent of firms offering private or public administrative services, and 35 percent of firms
of all other sectors as financial service providers, education, and trade (see

Table 8 in the annex).
Based on the matched data, a panel data set was compiled, which should contain
firm information from 2016 to 2019 and the information on whether a company has
published job ads referring to AI in specific terms as used to identify tier 1 ads before.
For this dataset, further 100 companies had to be dropped because ORBIS information were available until 2015 only and thus did not cover our observation period.
The comparison between both datasets revealed that this reduction due to missing
information did not induce any further bias to our analytical panel dataset. In result,
an analytical dataset of 2,476 firm-years was compiled representing 721 firms. Table
11 in the annex provides an overview over all variables used in the multiple models.
The panel is unbalanced, though for most firms the information is indeed complete:
for three out of four firms, information from four years are available. For a minority of
55 firms, the measurement is available for one year only. Moreover, regarding the
distribution over time, from 2016 to 2019, the measurements are evenly distributed,
with around 600 observations in each year.

Identification strategy
Generically, we estimate the following structural model using panel regression techniques:
𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑖𝑡 = 𝛽𝐴𝐼𝑖𝑡−3 + 𝜁𝑥𝑖𝑡 + 𝑐𝑖 + 𝑢𝑖𝑡

(5)

where 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑖𝑡 is the productivity of firm 𝑖 at time 𝑡. 𝐴𝐼𝑖𝑡−3 refers some indicator of AIuse based on the job market data, which we by default lag by three years. 𝑥𝑖𝑡 include
observable controls. 𝑐𝑖 captures time-constant unobserved heterogeneity and 𝑢𝑖𝑡 is
an indiosyncratic random error.
When testing H1, we are primarily interested in identifying the coefficient 𝛽, which
measures the effect of AI on productivity. With respect to H2 (technological immaturity effect), we allow for interactions with the years
𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑖𝑡 = ∑2019
𝑗=2016 𝛽𝑗 𝐴𝐼𝑖𝑡−3 + 𝜁𝑥𝑖𝑡 + 𝑐𝑖 + 𝑢𝑖𝑡

(6)

where, we now claim that 𝛽𝑗 are increasing in j, i.e. 𝛽ℎ > 𝛽𝑘 for ℎ > 𝑘.
H3 requires a slight variation of Eq. (5) in that we compare different time lags. In
specific, we rerun Eq. (5) for the time lags 𝑗 = 1, … 3.
𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑖𝑡 = 𝛽𝑗 𝐴𝐼𝑖𝑡−𝑗 + 𝜁𝑥𝑖𝑡 + 𝑐𝑖 + 𝑢𝑖𝑡

(7)

H3 claims that 𝛽ℎ > 𝛽𝑘 for ℎ > 𝑘.
The ability to identify the 𝛽-cofficients causally in Eqs. (5), (6) and (7) depends on
the assumptions on 𝑐𝑖 . We will generally allow that the unobserved heterogeneity
term is correlated with the explanatory variables, which, if unaccounted, will cause
omitted variable bias. To warrant a causal interpretation of the regression coefficients, we will run linear panel model fixed effects (FE) regressions. We assume a

default time lag between offered jobs and ensuing productivity effects of three years
in the baseline regressions. However, in order to test the investment hypothesis we
vary this lag and also test for ranges from 2 to 4 years. The interest in the time varying
effects is a further argument for using FE regressions, which retain only intra-unit
temporal variance (Angrist, Pischke 2008, Brüderl, 2010, Wooldridge 2010). As a
point of reference, we also report a random effects model.
Despite the ability to control for unobserved heterogeneity, our models also control
for firm size measured as number of employees, year dummies and, were applicable, sectoral belonging. In order to assess the varying impact of the recruitment strategies over time, the interaction of measures of recruiting three years ago and the
respective year dummy will be added. Several more interaction effects were tested.

Results
Descriptive insights into AI-skills demand in Finland
The employed job data provides the opportunity to get an overview of the development of the AI skills demand in Finland between 2013 and 2019. Figure 2 below
shows the number of job ads differentiated by the different tiers and the total share
of all these jobs ads in the number of total yearly job ads. We can see that the absolute number of AI related jobs increased until 2019 but lagged in growth compared
to the total increase of jobs in the dataset.
We can also see that most of the job ads belong to the more general Tiers 2 and 3.
The share of the more specialized skills has increased: the share of Tier 1 jobs has
increased from 2.6% in 2013 to 6.5% in 2019, the share of Tier 2 from 29.4% in 2013
to 36.2% in 2019, while the share of Tier 3 jobs has dropped from 68.1% to 57.3%
among all digital skill related job ads. This indicates a shift to increasing the adoption
of AI in organizations.

Figure 2:
Number of jobs for the different sectors from 2013 to 2019 (left scale) and share of all jobs
(right scale).

Focusing on the panel data and taking a firm perspective, similar trends were observed. First, the share of firms having published specifically AI related job ads increased from 2.3 percent in 2013 up to 13 percent in 2019. Thereby, the active firms
offered on average two or three specifically AI related jobs in one year. Around half
of the firms having advertised these jobs offered one AI job per year, while around
10 percent of the firms offered more than four jobs per year. The maximum was 45
jobs. However, it has to be noted that between 2013 and 2019, on average, no increase in the number of Tier 1 job offers per firm was observed for those looking for
new AI skilled personnel (see Table 9 in the annex).
Secondly, it should be noted that the search for AI skills is not a frequent occurrence.
More than half of the companies did search Tier 3 type of personnel for the first time.
As recently as 2019, 70% of firms had already sought these skills at least once in a
previous year, on average 1.5 times. Besides, most firms (75%) searched Tier 2 type
of personnel before, increasingly over time from 50% in 2014 to 87% in 2019. The
search for Tier 3 seems to be quite unrelated. Most firms did hire before, however,
still half of the firms searched before for Tier 3 but did nonetheless not search for
Tier 1 type of qualification. Thus, Tier 2 qualification might be a prerequisite of the
demand of Tier 1 jobs. In contrast, Tier 3 job search seems not to be linked in that
way (see Table 10 in the annex).

Share of firms with job ads at t1 level

Thirdly, in addition to the increase in the number of companies offering AI jobs over
the years, the expected differences with regard to company size can be observed
(see Figure 3). Over the entire period, larger establishments with at least 250 employees were more active than smaller establishments. It is also noticeable that in
2013, a quite comparable proportion of very small companies with less than 50 employees searched this kind of specialized personnel. However, the increase over the
years has been much more dynamic in the other size groups, so that a clear size
ranking can be seen today.
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Finally, still keeping this firm perspective, the data also show that the demand for related competencies today does not differ that much among the sectors (see Figure
4). In 2019, around 12 percent of manufacturing firms offered -related jobs, as did
12 percent of administrative firms and professional service providers. In the ICT sector, only 11 percent of firms were searching for these competencies, while 15 percent
of the firms of other sectors include wholesale companies, construction firms, or insurance companies. Interestingly, the development started differently in the sectors;
in 2013 the share of manufacturers offering at least one AI job offer (5%) was nearly
double as high as in the ICT sector (3%) or among professional service providers
(3%) in this time. This dynamic is also reflected in the peak for each sector. While a
greater share of ICT firms was searching most in 2017, manufacturing firms as well
as firms providing technical and scientific support did so in 2018, administrative and
other firms in 2019.

The impact of AI on firm productivity
Turning to the hypotheses H1-H3, we analyzed the impact of the AI skills demand
on the firms' productivity based on Eq. (5). Thereby, the focus lies on the most recent
data with the financial information of 2016 to 2019 and the AI job ads offered in 2013
to 2016. The results referring to H1 and H2 are displayed in Table 5 and Table 6. In
all models, measures of the AI job offers lagged by three periods. The first two columns A and B in Table 5 display the estimated effects on productivity (operating
revenues per employees) using a random and a fixed effects panel model. In general, we find a positive impact of the AI Job offer measures on productivity, were the
fact that a firm had AI-related job offers increased productivity by about 44,000 euros
per employee in the random effects model (A) and 42,000 euros per employee in the
fixed effect model (B). Column C repeats the FE approach using the number of AIjob ads as a continuous measure. The absence of significant effects here might indicate that already initial efforts to engage with AI might pay off, rather than that high
intensities are needed. In fact, we have also probed this result by normalizing the

number of AI-jobs with the total number of employees. Overall, corroborating H1
there seems to be evidence of a positive baseline effect of AI on productivity, even
though intensities may play less of a role as long as any intended AI-related recruitment is observable.
With respect to H2, we claimed that AI may because of its novelty still be a premature
technology, whose full potential unfolds only over time. This claim is analyzed in
column D of Table 5 as well as column E, F and G in Table 6 all show extended
results where we interacted the AI-measure by the year.
Table 5:
Main regression results (linear panel regressions) of AI job offer impact on revenues per employees in 2016 up to 2019

Variables

Medium sized firms (50-249 employees)
Larger firms (500 or more employees)

(1)

(1)

2017 (2)
2018 (2)
2019 (2)
AI related jobs offered (3)

(A)
Random effects
-81.49***
(22.54)
-125.3***
(33.14)
15.31*
(8.667)
20.57**
(8.752)
36.31***
(9.101)
44.34**
(18.63)

(B)
Fixed
effects
-99.53***
(23.84)
-153.5***
(35.93)
16.79*
(8.656)
22.43**
(8.752)
39.25***
(9.116)
42.80**
(18.68)

Professional, scientific and technical services (M) (4)
Administrative and support services; etc. (N
O) (4)
Other sectors (A to S) (4)

(D)
Fixed
effects
-97.66***
(23.81)
-152.9***
(35.87)
16.25*
(8.803)
22.79**
(8.948)
33.32***
(9.336)
-22.67
(50.08)

0.612
(6.823)

Number of AI related job offers
Manufacturing (C) (4)

(C)
Fixed
effects
-100.6***
(23.87)
-156.5***
(35.96)
17.68**
(8.662)
24.39***
(8.738)
41.67***
(9.080)

184.1**
(91.53)
69.81
(90.23)
16.88
(108.2)
409.4***
(72.78)

N
Model test test-value (Wald resp. F-Stat)

230.4***
(56.68)
2,460
71.60

431.7***
(19.34)
2,460
7.066

433.7***
(19.36)
2,460
6.174

42.56
(58.93)
36.71
(56.16)
123.6**
(55.28)
432.1***
(19.32)
2,460
5.691

Model test p-value

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

R2 within / between

0,024 /
0,040

0,024 /
0,006

0,021 /
0,006

0,029 /
0,005

Interaction year = 2017 x AI job
Interaction year = 2018 x AI job
Interaction year = 2019 x AI job
Constant

Note: Coeff., SE in parentheses, N=2,460 (721 firms), # of data set per firms: 1-4, ~3.4 – Reference
groups: (1) Small firms, (2) year 2016, (3) No AI related job offered, (4) Sector: J Information and communication, * p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01
Despite a positive baseline effect in Panels A and B of Table 5, the effects depend
on both cohort effects and firms' size. As panel D shows, the effects increase over
time with a significant and positive effect (b=123.6, p<0.05) occurring in 2019. Moreover, the effects depend on the size of the company. The corresponding results are
displayed in model E, F, and G in Table 6. Here we see that statistically significant
effects are only observable for the group of large companies with more than 499
employees, while for both small and medium-sized firms there are no discernible
effects.
Table 6:
Regression results (Fixed effects linear panel regressions) on revenues per
employees in 2016 up to 2019 - size depending impact of AI job offer

Variables

(E)
Small firms

(F)
(G)
MediumLarge firms
sized firms
16.46
25.55*
8.848
2017 (1)
(21.48)
(13.59)
(9.717)
25.62
24.65*
26.08***
2018 (1)
(21.99)
(13.65)
(10.06)
45.33*
23.02
39.33***
(1)
2019
(23.21)
(14.44)
(10.37)
AI related jobs offered (2)
27.77
62.92
-78.49**
(219.1)
(94.61)
(35.96)
Interaction year = 2017 x AI job
-6.014
-19.20
91.03**
(219.9)
(125.2)
(44.33)
Interaction year = 2018 x AI job
12.87
-71.54
90.18**
(235.6)
(105.4)
(42.12)
Interaction year = 2020 x AI job
-70.55
151.6
117.6***
(242.7)
(103.4)
(40.92)
253.5***
367.5***
387.1***
Constant
(15.08)
(9.938)
(6.950)
N
620
1,209
631
Model test (F value)
0.622
4.257
5.425
Model test p-value
0.738
0.000
0.000
0.036 /
0.081 /
R2 within / between
0.011 / 0.010
0.002
0.007
Note: Coeff., SE in parentheses, # of data set per firms: 1-4, ~3.4 – Reference groups: (1) year
2016, (2) No AI related job offered, * p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01
The statistically significant marginal effects by year of job offer in Panel D and G are
visually presented Error! Reference source not found.. In summary, we can corroborate H1 and H2, however, only for large firms, while the patterns are not statistically significant for small and medium-sized firms.

Figure 5:
Marginal effects of having offered AI jobs three years prior between 2016 and
2019 (top: all firms, bottom: large firms)

Beyond these core results, a number of further observations related to Table 5 and
Table 6 are worth noting. Firstly, based on the regression estimations of all models,
there are two common results. On the one hand, it is obvious that productivity differs
for firm size. All factors taken into account, smaller firms show higher productivity
than medium sized or larger firms do. On the other hand, for the period from 2016 to
2019 a steady increase in productivity on individual firm level is observable. Secondly, model A provides the well-known insight that productivity differs among industries. Our results indicate that manufacturing firms as well as firms of the group of
other industries generated on average higher revenues per employee than firms in
the information and communication sector did.
Having corroborated the positive baseline effects (H1) and technological maturity
effects (H2) for large firms, we now turn to the investment delay effect in H3. To
model this effect, we repeated the panel analyses by applying different time lags in
Table 7 as described in Eq. (7). Besides firm size and time of placing the ad, the
models included the indicator for having searched AI skills one year, two prior, and
three years prior to the productivity measure. When looking at a one-year time lag,

the estimators are calculated for job ads of 2015 onwards. When looking at a threeyear time lag, data on AI job ads are available only for a period of three years.
Table 7:
Main regression results (linear FE panel regressions) of impact on revenues
per employees in 2016 up to 2019

Variables

2019
2018
2017

(a)

(b)

Time lag 3 years

Time lag 2 years

(3)

(3)

39.25***

58.96***

65.23***

(9.116)

(9.980)

(10.17)

22.43**

42.44***

49.73***

(8.752)

(9.598)

(9.843)

16.79*

35.78***

43.41***

(8.656)

(9.543)

(9.754)

17.08*

24.06**

(9.491)

(9.751)

2016
2015

(c)
Time lag 1 year (3)

7.728
(9.664)

AI related jobs offered 3 years ago (1)

42.80**
(18.68)

AI related jobs offered 2 years ago

(1)

AI related jobs offered 1 years ago

(1)

-2.556
(15.95)
0.808
(13.15)

Medium sized firms (50-249 employ-

-99.53***

-101.5***

-85.74***

(23.84)

(20.10)

(17.49)

-153.5***

-162.0***

-155.0***

(35.93)

(30.68)

(26.72)

431.7***

415.4***

399.3***

(19.34)

(16.51)

(14.70)

Observations

2,460

3,046

3,608

Model fit (F-test)

7.066

8.741

10.090

Sig

0.000

0.000

0.000

R2 within

0.0239

0.0260

0.0277

... between

0.0057

0.0053

0.0055

ees) (2)
Large firms (> 249 employees)
Constant

(2)

Note: Coeff., SE in parentheses. (1) No AI related job offered, (2) Small firms, (3) model a: year
2016, model b: year 2015, model c: year 2017, * p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01
Besides this clearly increasing impact of AI skill search over time for all three time
lag propositions, an impact of the indicators on AI job offers was only detected with
the longest three years' time lag as presented above. The estimated coefficients on
the shorter lags in are not statistically significant.

Conclusion
The presented results document the potential of this unique data. At first, the job
data provides the opportunity to get an overview of the development of the AI skills
demand during the last decade and allows the empirical review of several assumption on digitalization and AI: The development of the AI skills demand became clearly
visible - from a job market point of view as well as from a firm or industry perspective.
However, despite the game changing potential, the current demand for AI skills is
still not very high. Only every eighth digitalizing firm, i.e., who were seeking digital
competencies were active in this field. Thereby, sector specific differences became
apparent. On the one hand, the pioneering role of ICT became clearly visible insofar
as the demand in this sector was already saturated early on; a first peak was detected for 2015. The relatively high demand in the manufacturing sector, on the other
hand, was a surprising result. In particular, the early greater activity level compared
to the ICT sector is striking. However, this apparent advantage of the manufacturing
sector is likely an artefact in that the data for the previous years is lacking and thus
the early involvement of the ICT sector is not shown. Beyond this, however, the development over time reveals saturation for several groups. Noticeable here is the
group of medium-sized companies, which showed a significant drop in demand after
2017. When viewed in this light, the findings for the manufacturing sector are just as
striking. For this sector, the search for AI skills has been declining since 2018.
At second, further interesting insight could be gained when using panel analysis
techniques. The technology maturity effect, i.e., the increasingly positive impact of
AI job competencies on productivity over time, was clearly supported by our analyses. Companies that advertised AI jobs three years earlier were more productive
than those that did not look for reinforcements in this field. This result became more
prominent in 2018 and 2019. However, we detected interaction with firm size because significantly larger medium-sized firms do profit from their investment in new
personnel with AI skills.
To conclude, the present analyses offer a first approach to the time-sensitive question of the changing influence of AI skill demands. Further analyses should refine
these results to exploit the potential of the data fully also including more countries.
Furthermore, a comparative approach to the remaining digitization skills could be of
interest.
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Annex

Figure 6:

AI job offer data analytics process illustration

Table 8:

Overview over firms in joint panel data on structural characteristics

Firm size (average over years)

Percent

Sector groups

Micro firms (<10 employees)
Small firms (<50 employees)
Low-medium firms (<100 employees)
Highly-medium firms (<250 employees)
Low-large firms (<500)
Highly-large firms (>499)
Total (n = 821 firms)

7.1
22.7

Information and communication
Manufacturing
Professional. scientific and technical
Administrative and support service incl
Others

Table 9:

19.6
13.6
23.5
100.0

2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
Total

Table 11:

9.1
34.6
100.0

# of job ads per firm if
searching
2.5
2.3
2.1
2.0
3.1
3.0
2.5
2.6

Overview over firms in joint panel data on search experience before current t1 job offer

Before this year, having searched skills of ...
Tiers 2 level
Tiers 3 level
currently
currently
currently not
currently
not
currently
not
searching t1
searching searching
searching t3 searching
skills
t2 skills
t2 skills
skills
t3 skills
2%
50%
16%
47%
28%
4%
74%
23%
70%
41%
6%
76%
31%
69%
53%
9%
78%
40%
78%
64%
14%
79%
51%
80%
74%
19%
87%
60%
84%
83%
7%
74%
31%
73%
48%

Tiers 1 level

Year
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
Total

Total (n = 821 firms)

15.6

Overview over firms in joint panel data on job ads at level tiers 1

Share of firms with T1 job
ads
2.3%
3.9%
6.5%
7.6%
10.6%
13.2%
13.3%
8.2%

Year

Table 10:

13.5

Percent
25.0
15.7

currently
searching
t1 skills
22%
32%
52%
52%
47%
71%
49%

Overview over variables used in multiple models

Variable

Mean

Std. dev.

Obs.

Firms

0.36

0.480

2460

721

0.15

0.357

2460

721

0.08

0.273

2460

721

Based on OBRIS data
Sector
nace_sonst
nace_techn

Other sectors
M Professional, scientific and technical services

nace_admin-

N O Administrative and support ser-

public

vice incl defence

nace_itcomm

J Information and communication

0.25

0.433

2460

721

C Manufacturing

0.16

0.367

2460

721

Firm size as # of employees [year]

1114.94

5336.508

2460

721

358.659.90

1.552.470.00

2460

721

365.21

748.89

2460

721

0.28

1.233

2460

721

nace_manufacturing
empl
opre

Operating revenue (Turnover) th EUR
[year]
Productivity as OPRE th EUR

opreempl

per employees [year]

Based on AI job offer data
# of T1 job offers ( job ads with get1

neric terms referring to AI on vocabulary level) [year]

t1_dum

t1 jobs (dummy)

0.12

0.321

2460

721

t1_lag3

# of T1 AI job offered 3 yrs prior

0.10

0.599

2460

721

t1 jobs 3 yrs prior (dummy)

0.05

0.216

2460

721

# of T1 AI job offered 2 yrs prior

0.15

0.789

2460

721

t1 jobs 2 yrs prior (dummy)

0.07

0.256

2460

721

# of T1 AI job offered 1 yr prior

0.23

1.131

2460

721

t1 jobs 1 yr prior (dummy)

0.10

0.293

2460

721

0.27

0.700

2460

721

0.17

0.373

2460

721

t1_lag3_dumm
y
t1_lag2
t1_lag2_dumm
y
t1_lag1
t1_lag1_dumm
y
t1exp
t1expd

Previously hiring personal at T1 level
(no. of years from 2013 on) [year]
Previously hired personal at T1 level
[year]
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